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Streaming data are produced in great velocity and diverse variety. The vision of this research
is to build an end-to-end system that handles the collection, curation and analysis of streaming data.
The streaming data used in this thesis contain both numeric type data and text type data. First, in
the field of data collection, we design and evaluate a data delivery framework that handles the real-
time nature of streaming data. In this component, we use streaming data in automotive domain
since it is suitable for testing and evaluating our data delivery system. Secondly, in the field of
data curation, we use a language model to analyze two online automotive forums as an example
for streaming text data curation. Last but not least, we present our approach for automated query
expansion on Twitter data as an example of streaming social media data analysis. This thesis
provides a holistic view of the end-to-end system we have designed, built and analyzed.
To study the streaming data in automotive domain, a complex and massive amount of data
is being collected from on-board sensors of operational connected vehicles (CVs), infrastructure data
sources such as roadway sensors and traffic signals, mobile data sources such as cell phones, social
media sources such as Twitter, and news and weather data services. Unfortunately, these data
create a bottleneck at data centers for processing and retrievals of collected data, and require the
deployment of additional message transfer infrastructure between data producers and consumers to
support diverse CV applications. The first part of this dissertation, we present a strategy for creating
an efficient and low-latency distributed message delivery system for CV systems using a distributed
message delivery platform. This strategy enables large-scale ingestion, curation, and transformation
of unstructured data (roadway traffic-related and roadway non-traffic-related data) into labeled and
customized topics for a large number of subscribers or consumers, such as CVs, mobile devices, and
data centers. We evaluate the performance of this strategy by developing a prototype infrastructure
using Apache Kafka, an open source message delivery system, and compared its performance with
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the latency requirements of CV applications. We present experimental results of the message delivery
infrastructure on two different distributed computing testbeds at Clemson University. Experiments
were performed to measure the latency of the message delivery system for a variety of testing
scenarios. These experiments reveal that measured latencies are less than the U.S. Department of
Transportation recommended latency requirements for CV applications, which provides evidence
that the system is capable for managing CV related data distribution tasks.
Human-generated streaming data are large in volume and noisy in content. Direct acquisi-
tion of the full scope of human-generated data is often ineffective. In our research, we try to find an
alternative resource to study such data. Common Crawl is a massive multi-petabyte dataset hosted
by Amazon. It contains archived HTML web page data from 2008 to date. Common Crawl has
been widely used for text mining purposes. Using data extracted from Common Crawl has several
advantages over a direct crawl of web data, among which is removing the likelihood of a user’s home
IP address becoming blacklisted for accessing a given web site too frequently. However, Common
Crawl is a data sample, and so questions arise about the quality of Common Crawl as a representa-
tive sample of the original data. We perform systematic tests on the similarity of topics estimated
from Common Crawl compared to topics estimated from the full data of online forums. Our target is
online discussions from a user forum for car enthusiasts, but our research strategy can be applied to
other domains and samples to evaluate the representativeness of topic models. We show that topic
proportions estimated from Common Crawl are not significantly different than those estimated on
the full data. We also show that topics are similar in terms of their word compositions, and not
worse than topic similarity estimated under true random sampling, which we simulate through a
series of experiments. Our research will be of interest to analysts who wish to use Common Crawl
to study topics of interest in user forum data, and analysts applying topic models to other data
samples.
Twitter data is another example of high-velocity streaming data. We use it as an example
to study the query expansion application in streaming social media data analysis. Query expansion
is a problem concerned with gathering more relevant documents from a given set that cover a certain
topic. Here in this thesis we outline a number of tools for a query expansion system that will allow its
user to gather more relevant documents (in this case, tweets from the Twitter social media system),
while discriminating from irrelevant documents. These tools include a method for triggering a given
query expansion using a Jaccard similarity threshold between keywords, and a query expansion
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method using archived news reports to create a vector space of novel keywords. As the nature of
streaming data, Twitter stream contains emerging events that are constantly changing and therefore
not predictable using static queries. Since keywords used in static query method often mismatch
the words used in topics around emerging events. To solve this problem, our proposed approach
of automated query expansion detects the emerging events in the first place. Then we combine
both local analysis and global analysis methods to generate queries for capturing the emerging
topics. Experiment results show that by combining the global analysis and local analysis method,
our approach can capture the semantic information in the emerging events with high efficiency.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Thesis Statement
As the foremost component of our proposed end-to-end streaming data analysis system,
the data delivery framework lays the foundation of the system. It directly handles the collection
and distribution of the streaming data being studied. Since the movement of data in the end-to-end
pipeline is unidirectional, the quality of data analysis results highly depends on how fast and accurate
the data collection component can distribute data into the curation and analysis component of the
pipeline. Therefore, the quality of the data collection component is crucial in our research.
The second component of our proposed system is the data curation system that handles
streaming text data. Our experiment focus on an active automotive user forum where users post
technical user experiments about automotive products. Our curation component use a language
model to capture the underneath discussion themes in these streaming text data. However, applying
such model directly to large streaming data can be problematic due to the tedious computation
involved. Our approach uses a data sample of the full data to speed up the computation. We also
study the problem of statistical bias of sampling which is often over-looked in big data curation
method.
The third component of our proposed system is the data analysis component that automat-
ically detects when an emerging event takes place in streaming social media. We then use a mixture
of global analysis method and local analysis method to generate queries that adapt to the dynamic
nature of words used in Tweet streams.
1
1.1 Data Collection and Format of Automotive Data
The real world deployment of connected vehicle (CV) technologies, promoted in the United
States and some other countries, entails developing roadway transportation systems that involve
wireless interconnections between vehicles, and transportation and information infrastructures to
provide safe and reliable transportation [1]. The American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials (AASHTO) footprint analysis report identifies three elements that are necessary
for such a dynamic and complex connected transportation system. Specifically, the system must 1)
improve safety through vehicle-to-vehicle communication; 2) improve traffic operations by providing
travel time information to drivers, transit riders, and freight managers in real-time; and 3) reduce
the adverse environmental effect using real-time information to enhance fuel efficiency [94].
Rather than being a separate environment, CV systems will become part of a bigger con-
nected society, such as city wide smart disaster management systems that include smart traffic
management, smart power grid, and smart healthcare, as described in the vision for Smart Net-
worked Systems [82]. An explosion of CV data is expected when one considers how much data can
be collected continuously via a large number of sensors (e.g., sensors in vehicles, cell phones, road-
side units). These data will come in varied formats (e.g., PDF, CSV, and structured/unstructured
XML) [58],[23],[2]. In addition, different types of applications and the numbers of users requiring
specific subsets of CV data from different sources will increase significantly as the market penetration
of CVs in the roadway traffic stream increases over time.
The primary challenges for a CV message delivery system involve redistribution of data
at various stages of the data lifecycles (i.e., raw, integrated, and processed) while meeting specific
functional requirements based on time and spatial contexts. These requirements and contexts can
vary depending on which CV applications being considered. For example, traffic management ap-
plications alone can generate multiple streams of data from various sensors of thousands of CVs.
These data must be correlated and analyzed in real-time to identify traffic conditions and to pro-
vide further operational actions. This analysis will then make it possible to establish a hierarchy
of various operational actions to ensure proper traffic condition assessments and selection of man-
agement decisions. These challenges also lead to some potential issues, which include: 1) increased
latency for delivery of data in an usable format from the raw data as per CV applications that may
require specific time-sensitive data; 2) requirements for more data storage at transportation data
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processing centers; and 3) failure of data processing machines at specific transportation centers that
could create a risk of large scale failures in the CV ecosystem. In a previous work, Lantz et al. [56]
presented a framework for the data infrastructure that can support the handling of massive volume
of data in urban transit networks. This study discussed that a high rate of data arrival and data
access depend on the capability and capacity of the data infrastructure.
The primary objective of this component of the dissertation is to design a distributed mes-
sage delivery infrastructure for connected vehicle systems. A key design assumption for this infras-
tructure is that the standard data processing centers (data warehouses), such as those managed
by public agencies, are the core locations from which data is delivered to support hundreds of CV
applications. In our design, the raw data are separated, tagged, and posted by a software compo-
nent, which is a distributed message delivery platform. In this strategy, whichever entity requests
data will contact the platform to identify the tags of interest and receive the relevant data via the
platform. The conceptual vision for this infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where different
roadway traffic related (e.g., vehicles and centers) and non-traffic related (e.g., news and weather)
entities serve as both data producers and consumers to support CV and other transportation related
applications. The addition of the message delivery system enables a data-focused view of the entire
CV ecosystem in which any single entity can deliver data as well as acquire data.
As there is no fully functional, non-experimental connected vehicle system to support the
study of message delivery behavior, we rely on a study of Connected Vehicle Reference Implementa-
tion Architecture (CVRIA) metadata in order to estimate the potential demand of data for different
CV applications [3]. More specifically, we are interested in the temporal distribution of CV data,
which is very critical for modeling the various CV application scenarios and types of data flow, as the
message delivery systems must maintain acceptable latency for CV applications. In this paper, we
develop and evaluate the performance of a prototype infrastructure of a distributed message delivery
system, which could support future CV systems and applications, using an open source distributed





































Figure 1.1: A conceptual vision for message delivery infrastructure for a connected vehicle system
1.2 Data Curation of Streaming Text Data in Automotive
Applications
The second component of our end-to-end system is the data curation component which uses
data coming out from the data collection component discussed in Section 1.1. In this section, we
use text data collected from online forums to study the efficacy of our language model-based data
curation component.
Social media and online forums provide a wealth of data to inform design,engineering, sales
and marketing of consumer products. Increasingly, consumers use a wide variety of online services,
e. g. Facebook, Twitter, forums, and blogs, to share information and experiences about products and
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services. Linking product development, sales and marketing to customer needs is a critical capability.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the usage of advanced analytics, in particular, natural language
understanding techniques, to detect main themes in online forums. Online discussions can help
companies to better understand their customers’ needs and to improve their products. In comparison
to other social platforms, forums can contain very technical and detailed feedback information from
advanced users.
Textual curation approaches are typically based on bag-of-words, n-grams and/or term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [52] data representations. In most cases, these
text representations are used in conjunction with classification models, e. g., sentiment classifiers.
However, this approach does have some limitations: bag-of-word and TF-IDF representations do
not capture themes within documents or semantic relationships. Further, classification approaches
require that the data is labeled, which is time-consuming and expensive. In particular, for inves-
tigative and exploratory analytics other approaches are better suited, e. g., the ability to capture
discussion themes or topics [89]. Topic models [26] are algorithms that can detect common top-
ics across a corpus of documents. The most well-known algorithm is Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [29]. Topic modeling provides an unsupervised learning method to analyze the main themes
in a collection of documents. It can reject the noise in the data and recover the underlying topics
hidden in each document without manual tagging. In this paper, we use LDA topic modeling to
analyze online forum discussions.
Despite the valuable information provided by online forums, these also have several charac-
teristics that make them intractable to study directly. For example, forums contain a tremendous
amount of historical data. Massive online forums such as Gaia Online [17] contain more than 1
billion posts, with a daily count of 20,000 active users. Crawling through the full data of these
forums may take months. Continuous crawling of a forum website can also result in blocking of IP
addresses. Besides the large size, the directly crawled data are often noisy in nature. Although a
forum has structured formats, such as threads and tags to guide discussions, users tend to go off-
topic in a thread and spawn multiple discussion themes. Capturing these representative discussion
themes requires complex natural language understanding algorithms ([29, 60]). Performing these
algorithms on full forum data is a very time-consuming task. Therefore, analyzing large, noisy and
complex forum data needs a more efficient strategy.
Common Crawl [36] is an open repository that contains petabytes of web crawl data covering
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over nine billion web pages [32]. For efficiency purposes, it does not provide the full data of the
webpages being crawled. Instead, it provides samples of the online forums in the form of static
snapshots. Common Crawl currently performs a monthly crawl based on a two tier crawling strategy
which insures that pages with higher page ranks are visited and the overlap between each crawl is
minimized. A crawl takes a snapshot of the pages being visited and saves the crawled data into a
structured format.
Common Crawl provides a sample of the original online forum data with unknown biases.
It is not an independent dataset with respect to the original forum data we are studying. Using
Common Crawl as a sample of the full forum data for topic modeling has several advantages: the
data is public accessible and ready to use. It avoids many pitfalls that are involved in creating
a custom crawler (e. g., the prioritization of web page, blacklisting of the crawler, etc.). Common
Crawl snapshots are static, which means they provide consistent data when an analysis requires
repeatability. However, one drawback of Common Crawl is the uncertainty with respect to data
quality and completeness and thus the ability of using these data for topic modeling. On average,
we observed that Common Crawl only contained about 22 % of the data of interest. This is in line
with other investigations of the Common Crawl dataset, e. g., by Stolz and Hepp [85]. As the precise
collection algorithm of Common Crawl is not known, the data cannot be assumed a true random
sample as it may be subject to sampling bias. Thus, it is also not possible to define for which class
of data analysis algorithms the data is appropriate and how the results generalize.
In this dissertation, the use of Common Crawl data as a sample for extracting representative
LDA topics from online forum textual data is evaluated. Our focus is on a very active car owner
forum that is organized into 14 subforums representing different car models. For each subforum,
we collected all available data from Common Crawl – a total of about 280 GB of raw data files. In
addition, we developed a customized web crawler to collect the full 2.16 TB data from the online
forum. Having access to the full data for each subforum allows us to systematically evaluate the
representativeness of topics estimated from the Common Crawl samples compared to the full data.
Further, because the subforum samples differ in terms of document count, sample proportion, and
other features, we can investigate the relationship between data features and topic representativeness.
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1.3 Automated Query Expansion by Expanding Topic Mod-
els of Streaming Social Media Data
Query expansion (QE) is a type of analysis used to enhance the results of a given information
retrieval problem. Types of QE usually identify a method of substituting or adding words to a given
filter to collect relevant, and exclude irrelevant, data in a set of documents [87]. Furthermore, the
application of QE to the realm of social media and micro-blogging streams is applicable given the
high-frequency and noisy nature of these documents, and the real-time information and usefulness
they provide for developing events (i.e., public events, states of emergency). Therefore, developing
new methods of QE to analyze noisy and high-volume streams is valuable in discriminating useful
from non-useful information.
Our motivation for this type of QE lies in helping to overcome the personal, professional,
or demographic biases people often carry with them into a manual information retrieval problem.
Usually, selecting keywords to narrow a large set of documents for analysis is biased by political
sentiment [24]. The purpose of this paper and its proposed system, for instance lies in overcoming
the biases people may bring into an information retrieval problem from expertise (or lack thereof).
We primarily address this by building a high-dimensional feature space from archival news, and
using its proximity to the emergent words in the stream of interest to addend novel keywords into
our queries.
As shown in Figure 1.2, the proposed parallel query expansion pipeline adopts the keywords
from both primary stream (initial tweets stream) and from external corpus (secondary stream).
Since our focus is the emergent topics in a small time span of the primary stream, we split the
primary stream into a series of time windows of same length (15 minutes) in our analysis. A
dynamic semantic graph is used to monitor the emerging keywords in each time window. When we
detect new emerging keywords, LDA topic modeling is performed to extract candidates of emerging
topics in the time window being identified. External corpus are represented as secondary stream in
this figure. It consists of news articles collected in the same time span as of the primary stream(s).
The external corpus are useful as it provides historical information about semantic relationship
between keywords used in the query expansion pipeline. This auxiliary information combines with
the semantic information learned through topic modeling the dynamic semantic graph (dynamic
eigenvector centralities) gives an comprehensive view of the query keywords to generate, which is
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of QE with Data Fusion
crucial in constructing our proposed query expansion method.
1.4 Thesis Statement
The goal of this thesis is to provide a holistic study of the end-to-end system we have de-
signed, built and analyzed to collect and analyze streaming data. For the data collection component,
we investigate the hypothesis that a proposed distributed data delivery framework can handle the
real-time requirements for Connected Vehicle applications. A major contribution of this component
is that we provide evidence to show our data delivery framework is capable of handling rapidly
produced streaming data in automotive domain. For the data curation component, we investigate
the hypothesis that using a data sample of online forums to support the language modeling task,
we can get comparable results as from full data. A major contribution of this component is that we
provided evidence that the data sample we study is capable of support topic modeling task on online
forums as good as any random sample, which gives results comparable to the whole dataset. For the
data analysis component, the key hypothesis we investigate is that the proposed query expansion
algorithm is capable of detecting emerging event and provide effective query words suggestions. A
major contribution of this component is that we give evidence that our query expansion mechanism
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is capable of detecting emerging event in streaming socia media data. Also by combining the local
analysis method and global analysis method in query expansion, we show that the proposed ap-
proach captures the semantic information of emergent events more efficiently than either the static
query method or the local analysis method alone.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. We first discuss background work in
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we provide an overview of the data curation model we proposed and the
query expansion algorithm we designed. We discuss our experiment results in Chapter 4, where we
evaluate the performance of our data collection pipeline; discuss the topic similarity between the
full automotive text data and the sample data under proposed sampling techniques; and analyze
the efficacy of our proposed query expansion algorithms using a tweet dataset we collected. In
Chapter 4, we also demonstrate business insights that can be drawn from our estimated topics.




This chapter introduces the background work related to the three components of our pro-
posed end-to-end system. First we focus on the distributed data delivery frameworks which the
data collection component is built upon. Then we introduce the language model used in our data
curation component. Finally we introduce the query expansion problem studied in the data analysis
component.
2.1 Distributed Data Delivery Frameworks
A review of previous studies related to the evaluation of message delivery systems for con-
nected vehicles is discussed in the following two sub-sections. The first sub-section reviews the
current status of connected vehicle systems deployment. The second subsection explores existing
message delivery systems for connected vehicle applications.
2.1.1 Connected Vehicle Systems Deployment
Connected vehicle systems demand an integrated deployment plan both from private sectors,
such as automobile manufacturers, and public sectors, such as U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT) in the US. Several large-scale pilot deployments, sponsored by the USDOT, are underway
to develop market ready technologies before mandating Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) technologies for
new vehicle models in the next few years [4]. The Southeast Michigan Test Bed is one such federally
funded publically available center for analyzing CV technologies [10]. This test bed provides a real-
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world laboratory to evaluate CV applications. In 2012, two CV test beds were deployed in Virginia
for connected vehicle research [11]. The first is located in Blacksburg, VA, at the Virginia Smart
Road and along Route 460, in the southwestern part of the state. The second is located in Fairfax
County along I-66 and the parallel Routes 29 and 50, which are in the northeastern part of the
state. The Connected Vehicle Infrastructure University Transportation Center (CVI-UTC) is using
both sites to develop a fully operational test bed for connected vehicle mobility applications, and the
Fairfax site will be used for dynamic alternate route research [5]. In 2015, Florida, California, and
New York were also selected as new sites for similar test beds [16]. While the majority of operating
test beds are used to analyze CV application development and evaluation, there is no test bed for
data infrastructure evaluation for real-world CV applications.
The Michigan connected vehicle testbed Proof of Concept (POC) test reports identified
that latency to deliver a message from a vehicle to the application server (i.e., from a connected
vehicle to a roadside unit (RSU)) is between 0.5 and 1.5 seconds for CV application [46] [40]. This
time range depends on the technologies for wireless communication and backhaul data transfer,
and data congestion in the communication network. As the POC test used a limited number of
connected vehicles, it was not possible to evaluate latency in the presence of network congestion.
Using IntelliDrive probe vehicle data to analyze CV system performance, Dion et al. [40] observed an
average 65s latency when Vehicle-RSU protocols permitted the sequential upload of messages, while
an average latency of 30 seconds was observed when vehicles were allowed to immediately transmit
all messages simultaneously to RSU. In a connected vehicle system, multiple CV applications could
run simultaneously with a massive amount of data sent and received between vehicles and RSUs.
This would increase resource contention and latency significantly, which would eventually lead to
data loss if the data infrastructure design cannot handle a massive amount of data. Furthermore, no
study evaluated message delivery systems between RSU and data centers of different transportation
centers.
2.1.2 Message Delivery System for Connected Vehicle Applications
Although a significant body of work is available on message delivery among CVs and RSUs
via vehicle ad hoc networks (VANETs), the focus of those studies was on direct vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication that use direct and localized wireless com-
munication technologies [99, 59, 19]. The message delivery system using VANETs lacks support for
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aggregation and processing of raw data from multiple sources, including those that are not from CVs
and RSUs. This can limit the applicability of VANETs to CVRIAs applications [3], where sources,
time contexts, and spatial contexts of input data can vary. As a result, there is a need to create a
middleware layer that can manage these distributed data streams independently.
Such middleware components, often described as distributed message delivery frameworks,
are integral to cyberinfrastructure in various areas, including social media, manufacturing, and
e-commerce [6, 7, 8, 9, 50, 80, 88, 71, 41]. These frameworks often consist of a cluster of intercon-
nected computers that rapidly ingest streaming messages generated by data producers (e.g., sensors,
roadside units). Different frameworks distribute the data to consumers (e.g., traffic management
centers, mobile applications) via push (i.e., the data are pushed to the consumers) or pull (i.e., the
consumers pull data from the frameworks storage space) models. The individual computers in the
frameworks are often called brokers. The ingestion and distribution processes are distributed among
the message brokers to ensure a parallel operation of both processes. There exist a number of such
frameworks, including RabbitMQ [20], ActiveMQ [6], WebsphereMQ [7], and MQTT [10]. Of these,
RabbitMQ is one of the most popular open source solutions and is widely used in academic and
industry settings [69].
RabbitMQ [10, 69, 78] uses volatile storage as the primary means for storing incoming data,
with messages collected and stored in an abstraction named queue. The queues reside in memory
and allow consumers to pull messages from them directly. Since the queues in memory are limited
in space, messages not acquired by consumers are moved to a secondary storage level on the disk
prior to being purged. Such purging can increase in data retrieval time and data loss due to message
delivery latency [78, 48, 84]. This is a concern for CVRIA applications, as message delivery latency
can increase when there is an increased number of consumers during peak hours or more data are
being streamed to brokers in critical events. This characteristic of RabbitMQ could negatively affect
some critical CV applications (e.g., cooperative adaptive cruise control) that are sensitive to data
accuracy and data loss.
The rapid development of data-driven infrastructures over the last decade has led to the
creation of another distributed message delivery system implementation, Apache Kafka [54]. Apache
Kafka was originally used as a distributed aggregation framework for massive amount of system log
messages. Apache Kafka is highly scalable and fault tolerant, and it uses the concept of topics to
represent data streams. Topics are viewed as data files stored in persistent storages during message
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delivery. A topic can be divided into several partitions that are located across different brokers,
enabling both streaming data sources and data consumers to produce and consume messages in
parallel [69]. This leads to Kafkas capability to deliver large volume of messages simultaneously [63,
93]. A performance evaluation of Kafka shows that it outperforms similar alternatives in terms
of messages delivered per second by both data-generating and data-requesting entities [54]. Thus,
Kafka appears more suitable for CV applications that need high throughput and persistent message
delivery. Given that there has been no previous study on the performance of distributed message
delivery system based on Kafka for CV systems, our paper studies this middleware for designing
distributed message delivery system. There is a difference between distributed message delivery
systems (e.g., Apache Kafka) and distributed stream processing systems. As the names suggest, the
former focuses on the delivery of messages, and the latter focuses on the processing of streaming
messages.
Our study focuses on a message delivery infrastructure, based on Apache Kafka, for the
distributed delivery of streaming messages. The streaming message delivery infrastructure creates a
preliminary data acquisition and ingestion in which stream processing and batch processing tasked
with various service level agreement (SLA) can extract the relevant message streams based on their
own capacity and run-time requirements. Distributed message delivery systems and distributed
stream processing systems are used to support large-scale data infrastructure for interactive data
analytics [98, 86]. Examples of distributed stream processing systems include the work by Biem et
al. in which they developed a data stream-processing infrastructure that supports the analytical
tasks for real-time streaming data [34] and other work on advanced streaming platforms, such as,
Spark [100], Flink [33], and Storm [76].
More recently, a new area of research in message delivery in computer network has been
explored with the focus on replacing the TCP/IP bottleneck, which requires mapping from users
requested contents to the specific location of the contents. Specifically, the use of a content-centric
networking paradigm makes it possible to decouple the location from a data users identity, network
security, and data access [91, 73, 74]. Preliminary work in a content-centric network has shown to
be applicable for data collection and dissemination at ranges longer than the standard VANET [91],
[92, 35, 57]. The message delivery concept of our distributed message delivery infrastructure is similar
to the content-centric networking, where the message streams are made available and accessible to
users via the streams content tags only, and the users are not required to know to the origin of the
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message streams.
2.2 Online Automotive Forum Data Analysis
One problem that has often been overlooked in big data research is the quality of bias of
the dataset being studied [45, 42]. Our approach evaluates the quality of the data sample under a
language modeling task both quantitatively and qualitatively.
2.2.1 Topic Modeling on Online Forums
The value of online forum data has been broadly studied in behavioral research (e.g., [55,
68]). For example, Wu et al. collect data from one of the largest online discussion forums in China
to identify the principal users who contribute to a discussion topic [95].
Topic modeling enables research on online forums by identifying underlying topics in forum
discussions. Chen et al. use a two tier model to identify popular topics in a large online forum that
contains 881,190 posts [34]. The topics identified with a topic model can also serve as data labels
because topic models are a form of mixed clustering. Zhou et al. take advantage of the commonly
seen Question-and-Answer discussion style in online forums and apply topic modeling to assist the
task of suggesting semantically similar questions to a user query [102]. Ramesh et al. use topic
modeling to analyze student discussions in three massive open online courses from Coursera [75].
Analysis of vehicle online forums can provide business insights to manufacturers and vendors,
such as market structure information. Netzer et al. apply text mining methods to a sedan car forum
to estimate sentiment relations between different car models [70]. One finding is that these sentiments
are not always explicit and often comprise only a small portion in all forum discussions. That is, car
owners generally discuss problems encountered or modifications to their cars without using strong
sentimental words. Human tagging is used to evaluate effectiveness of the text mining approach in
[70], which is labor intensive and may not be feasible when dealing with massive datasets.
Wu et al. estimate topics from a Honda car owner online forum, which they use to predict
how likely a user will participate in a future discussion on a specific topic [96]. They demonstrate
that this prediction performs better for regular and active users, and that participation willingness
is affected by peer participation in a topic. Shi et al. find that this peer-to-peer relation can rely on
other more subtle behaviors, such as browsing [81].
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2.2.2 Common Crawl Dataset
The Common Crawl data archive [36] is a gigantic public repository of web crawled data,
collected and maintained by a non-profit organization “dedicated to providing a copy of the Internet
to Internet researchers, companies and individuals at no cost for the purpose of research and analysis”
[37]. Previous research has used the data repository to analyze the graph structure of the web
over time [65]. Since a large proportion of the data included in Common Crawl is in the form of
text, Common Crawl has also been used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) research, including
machine translation ([32, 83, 22]), text classification [49], and taxonomy development [79].
Buck et al., for example, use Common Crawl to build 5-gram counts and language models
that improve statistical machine translation [32]. Smith et al. crawl lateral contents of different
language pairs from the Common Crawl corpus and use the results to facilitate language translation
approaches [83]. Iyyer et al. use Common Crawl data for evaluating a sentiment classification
algorithm based on a deep neural network [49]. Seitner et al. build a tuple database from Common
Crawl where each tuple represents a “is-a” relationship between two words, which can be used to
analyze more complex taxonomies [79].
2.2.3 Comparing Topics
Several methods exist to compare the quality of estimated topics with each other, including
perplexity [90], semantic coherence [67], and exclusivity [25]. These methods apply to the comparison
of topics estimated on the same data, but using different model parameters (e.g., different number
of topics). Our goal is different. We compare LDA topics estimated from two different data sets –
Common Crawl and the full data.
To the best of our knowledge, there has been little research on the comparison of topics
estimated from different data sources. An exception is [101], which measures the similarity between
topics estimated from Twitter and traditional news using the Jensen–Shannon (JS) divergence. This
measure compares two topics based on their full word distributions. Our approach (explained in
more detail below), in contrast, relies on a set-based comparison between the top keywords from
each topic. The top keywords are determined from the word-topic probabilities, but the probabilities
themselves are not being compared. We use this measure instead of the JS divergence because our
goal is to mimic human evaluation of topic similarity, which would be based on a visual inspection
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of the top keywords between topics.
2.3 Automated Query Expansion by Expanding Topic Mod-
els of Streaming Data
Automated Query Expansion has long been suggested to cope with the word mismatch
scenario in information retrieval tasks [97]. Xu [97] analyzed three representative techniques to
perform automatic query expansion for a classic information retrieval scenario. The global analysis
technique uses the method suggested by Jing [51]. It generates a thesaurus-like database that
provides a ranked list of phrases related to the set of words in a given query. The method is referred
as Global analysis approach since the association database it uses takes the whole collection of
documents into account and the process is often computational heavy. Moreover, the task in Xu’s
work is different from our task, where the information to query are streaming data. This means the
thesarus-like database method used in Jing’s work is not directly applicable. The database needs to
be updated in an online fashion for each tweet, which makes the method fail in large scale data.
The second approach Xu [97] mentioned uses local feedback method. Instead of using
top-ranked phrases from the entire corpus to generate the thesaurus, this method simply uses the
top-ranked terms and phrases from the documents in query results. Efficacy of this method is hugely
dependent on the quality of the query result itself. Therefore, the reliability of the local feedback
method remains an issue even it is less expensive to perform.
Using a combination of the global analysis approach and the local feedback approach, Xu [97]
also introduced a novel method called local context analysis. In the first phase, top concepts (noun
groups share the same semantic meaning) are identified from the ranked query result. Then in the
second phase, new terms are picked from the concepts in phase one based on their distance from
original query terms in the global thesaurus and their tf idf scores. This method peforms better
than using the global analysis or local feedback analysis method independently. However, it also
requires a static metric to rank the documents in query result. For streaming social data query
scenario, the metrics to estimate the goodness of the query result is often dynamically changing and
may comprise of a mixture of various sub-metrics. Hence, it is not feasible to directly use the local
feedback method introduced in [97].
A more comparable task in query expansion is the one used in Massoudi [64]’s work, which
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also uses tweet data as the query platform. It is interesting to note that [64] uses a time dependent
indicator to cope with the dynamic nature of streaming data. The idea is similar to our approach
that uses a dynamic metric to estimate query quality. For example, [64] uses repost count and
followers of post author as indicator of a tweet’s quality which changes with the time. Our approach
uses hashtags information and a graph based approach that takes into account the semantic space
coverage of the tweet.
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Chapter 3
Research Design and Methods
In this chapter, we give an overview of the design in each of the three components in our
end-to-end streaming data analysis system. First we present the design and experiment setup of
the data delivery framework, which is the data collection components in our system. We also give
a case study to describe the experiment setup in detail for evaluating the data delivery framework.
Secondly we present the method for the text data curation in application to streaming text data.
Finally we present our proposed method for query expansion problem in application to Twitter data.
3.1 Emulation of Distributed Data Delivery Framework Setup
Our data collection component comprise primarily of a data delivery framework. We perform
a series of experiments to emulate this framework and evaluate its performance in delivering the
streaming data we collected in automotive domain. First we describe the format of the streaming
data we collect by analyzing the metadata.
3.1.1 Metadata Analysis
Key in the use of Kafka is the identification of the topics that will represent the CV data
streams. To identify the topics for our case study, we use CVRIA [3], which has been developed by
the USDOT and which forms the basis for a common language definitions and early CV deployment
concepts, as a starting point. CVRIA identifies key interfaces across different entities/stakeholders in
a connected vehicle system and supports standard development activities. The CVRIA architecture
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is composed of four viewpoints: Physical, Functional, Communications and Enterprise. The physical
view represents the connection between physical and application objects, whereas the functional view
shows the logical interconnections between functions. The enterprise view represents the relation-
ship among the organizations responsible for their respective roles in a CV environment. Finally, the
communications view organizes the different communication protocols that enable communication
between application objects. CVRIA has defined the concept of operations for ninety-five CV ap-
plications, and categorized as: 1) environmental, 2) mobility, 3) safety and 4) support [3]. For each
application, a physical architecture was developed that identified the physical objects/centers, ap-
plication objects/equipment packages and information flows between application objects to support
each applications functional requirements. Each information flow of a connected vehicle application
includes the following two contexts that are related to this study: 1) spatial and 2) time context.
The spatial context is classified into 1) adjacent (0 m 300 m), 2) local (300 m- 3 Km), 3) regional
(3 Km 30 Km), 4) national (30 Km - National) and 5) continental (Continental US) categories [3].
The time context is classified into 1) now (less than 1 second), 2) recent (1 second 30 minutes), 3)
historical (30 minutes - 1 month) and 4) static (greater than 1 month) categories [3].
As each connected vehicle application has a specific data characteristic in terms of spatial and
time context, we have analyzed metadata of different CV applications to understand the real-time
service requirements in terms of spatial and time contexts, which provides the basis of designing
distributed message delivery system to support different CV applications. For example, in the
Speed Harmonization application, the ‘variable speed limit status’ information flows from the traffic
management center to ITS roadway equipment. The characteristics of this information flow are
local in ‘spatial context’ and recent in ‘time context’. Consequently, it is challenging to deliver
data concurrently for different CV applications. An analysis of CVRIA information flow is useful
to support the design of data analytics infrastructure for connected vehicle systems. The number of
unique information flow can be defined as the total number of information flows required for all the
CVRIA applications without any redundancy. As the same information flow can be used by different
CV applications, aggregation of all information flow is required to reduce redundant information
flows. For example, ‘traffic flow’ is a unique information flow, which contains traffic flow variables
(e.g., speed, volume, and density measures). The source of this information flow is ‘ITS Roadway
Equipment’ and destination is ‘Traffic Management Center’. This information flow is required in the
following CV applications: 1) Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control; 2) Eco-Cooperative Adaptive
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Cruise Control; 3) Eco-Lanes Management; 4) Eco-Ramp Metering; 5) Eco-Speed Harmonization;
6) Eco-Traffic Signal Timing; 7) Intelligent Traffic Signal System; 8) Intermittent Bus Lanes; 9) Low
Emissions Zone Management; 10) Queue Warning; 11) Roadside Lighting; 12) Speed Harmonization,
and 13) Variable Speed Limits for Weather-Responsive Traffic Management. To avoid duplication
of information flows, we count this information flow as a single flow for all CVRIA applications.
To determine the number of unique information flows, we collected and stored all information flows
related to 95 CV applications identified so far (at the time of writing this paper) in CVRIA. We
then wrote a python script for analyzing all the information flows to determine the number of unique
information flows based on the time and spatial context. All unique information flows (shown in
Figure 3.1) that originated from different centers (e.g., Traffic Management Center) are coded as
‘from center’; and all unique information flows that are received by the different centers are coded
as to center.
All of the unique information flows in ‘to center’ and ‘from center’ categories are classified
for spatial context (i.e., A) adjacent, B) local, C) regional, D) national, and E) continental), and time
context (i.e., 1) now, 2) recent, 3) historical, and 4) static) and presented in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3,
respectively. Figure 3.1 shows the comparison between the frequency of unique information flows to
the centers and from the centers for all the CV applications in CVRIA. CVRIA identified 25 centers
that are producing data, and 27 centers, which are receiving information. This figure also shows
the number of unique information flows that need to be aggregated for each center. There are a
total of 231 information flows received by all the centers with a total of 219 data flows sent from all
centers. The Traffic Management Center receives and sends the highest total number of information
flows. Figure 3.2 presents the distribution of information flows, based on time and spatial context,
to the centers. Information flows are also classified in different combinations of spatial and time
context categories for all CV applications. We observed that most of the data flows are in recent
and local (2B), and recent and regional (2C) categories. Figure 3.3 presents distribution of data flow,
based on time and spatial context, from the centers. We observed similar distribution in ‘to center’
information flows and most of the information flows are in 2B and 2C categories. The identification
of unique information flows will reduce the total data volume by eliminating the redundancy of the
information flow in a distributed message delivery system design.
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Figure 3.1: Frequency of data flow by “from center” and “to center”.
3.1.2 Distributed Message Delivery System for Connected Vehicle Ap-
plications
As connected vehicle systems becomes more integrated with a smart and connected society
through new technologies, such as, automated vehicles and large-scale sensor networks, the demand
for access to data in a connected vehicle system will also increase rapidly. Therefore, it is beneficial
to shift from an application-centric view to a data-centric view. In a data-centric view, different
transportation centers can provide messages that is tagged, instead of having to support messages
that fit the requirements of applications. Meanwhile, the applications are responsible for the acqui-
sition process. This is achievable by creating a Kafka layer to manage the various tagged types of
data. The other two types of entities within this infrastructure are producers, which create messages,
and consumers, which acquire messages from brokers. The flow of data in a distributed message
delivery infrastructure from RSU to center is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Raw data are first streamed
from the producers to the brokers, where data are placed into queues. Each queue is labeled by
a “topic tag”. The consumers subscribe to the relevant individual queues in order to retrieve the
required messages from the brokers.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of data flow based on time and spatial context “to center from other physical
objects.
The brokers, depending on the needs of the consumers, dynamically create the queues. All
entities within a connected vehicle system (i.e. vehicles, traffic management centers, online news,
weather, social media sites, and even the CV applications themselves) can be producers or consumers
of messages. By using the Kafka brokers as a medium to facilitate data streaming, a distributed
message delivery infrastructure can accomplish the following:
• Separation of content and location: Kafka brokers enable consumers to stream relevant data
from producers without either party (consumer or producer) having to know about each others
location. For example, an emergency management application can ingest a message packet
tagged as a crash message without first establishing contact with the source of the message
package. In this case, the emergency management application is the message consumer and
the accident message source is the message producer. The message consumer and the message
producer only talks directly to the brokers while their locations remain hidden with respect to
each other.
• Optimization of data management and processing through the broker layer: The computing
capability of the Kafka broker cluster enables preliminary curation of raw data before placing
them into queues. By placing this responsibility into the Kafka middleware, the traffic man-
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of data flow based on time and spatial context “from center to other physical
objects.
agement centers can focus more on analyzing the stored message rather than cleaning the raw
data and preparing message into a usable format.
• Dynamic balancing and scaling of message delivery infrastructure: As CV applications have
different time requirements for data arrival [11, 12], this requires the applications to only
consume data at an appropriate rate. Apache Kafka supports the dynamic addition and
removal of new broker software instance into the existing cluster, allowing the infrastructure
to scale up during peak demand hours and scale down during periods of reduced demand [54].
• Reduction of administrative and technical responsibilities for data maintenance: In a tradi-
tional approach, message is usually accessed directly from the data centers of public Depart-
ments of Transportation (DOTs) or similar public agencies. A high level of message redundancy
is required not only for backup purposes but also to support large-scale message access (i.e.,
creating multiple copies of message to be accessed by a large number of users and applications).
By placing the burden of facilitating message delivery on a brokerage layer, the DOT centers
only need to focus on maintaining data for traditional in-house transportation applications.




























































Figure 3.4: Conceptual design of distributed data-centric delivery infrastructure from RSU to dif-
ferent transportation centers.
the broker layer. While it is possible to duplicate these streams for performance purposes, the
real-time nature of these streams will prevent the accumulation of message storage duplication.
3.2 Case Study: Evaluation of Distributed Message Delivery
System
We design a prototype infrastructure of the distributed message delivery system using Kafka
for CV applications. Synthetic data, which were generated using the VISSIM microscopic traffic
simulator, were used to evaluate the prototype infrastructure. In the following subsections, we
describe the details of the case study.
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3.2.1 Synthetic Data Description
Microscopic traffic simulation is an efficient and economical solution for generating synthetic
data to evaluate connected vehicle systems of any regional roadway network. We can model a con-
nected vehicle system in a simulated roadway network representing drivers, vehicles, and roadways
and perform experiments with different connected vehicle system architectures supporting different
applications. Synthetic data generated from simulation experiments include input and output data
to each subsystem (i.e., consumers, producers) within the respective message delivery architectures.
For example, the vehicle position and velocity messages are transmitted from the vehicle on-board
equipment (OBE) to RSU whereas RSU transmits recommended speed information to the vehicle
OBEs for real-time speed management of CVs. In this case study, we simulated a roadway network
along the I-26 corridor between Columbia and Charleston in South Carolina, which encompassed
91.5 miles of freeway with 19 interchanges. VISSIM (a microscopic traffic simulator) developed
by PTV [18] was used to develop a simulated model of the I-26 corridor. According to the Cost
Overview for Planning Ideas & Logical Organization Tool (CO-PILOT), a high-level planning tool
for connected vehicle pilot deployments, we assume one RSU installation per mile on I-26 corri-
dor [13]. There is an exception to place RSUs at the horizontal curves and the assumption is that
two RSUs are required for each curve, one at each end of the curve. For the I-26 corridor, DSRC
communication range of 900 ft was used for all the 92 RSUs. Thus, each RSU can collect data, if a
vehicle is within RSU coverage (i.e., within the 900 ft radius). In our simulation, each RSU collected
CV data for a highway segment of 1800 ft considering 900 ft DSRC coverage in both directions of
traffic.
From the VISSIM simulation, we recorded 62 types of data (e.g., speed, position, accelera-
tion, lane number, lane change) for each CV within the DSRC communication range. The CV data
are collected using Vehicle Record output option from the VISSIM simulation. We then use these
data in our experiments to evaluate the distributed message delivery infrastructure prototype that
models RSUs connected to different transportation centers (e.g., traffic management center, tran-
sit management center, emergency management center, commercial vehicle administration center,
transportation information center). In our connected vehicle system, each CV sends data to RSU,
and each RSU sends CV data to the backend transportation centers. These CV data can support dif-
ferent types of CV applications, such as vehicle-to-infrastructure safety (e.g., curve speed warning),
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mobility (e.g., speed harmonization), and environmental (e.g., variable speed limits for weather-
responsive traffic management) applications as depicted in CVRIA [3]. As shown in Figure 3.2 and
3.3, different type of information flows are sent from each RSU to different transportation centers for
different CV applications. For this study, we consider only data generated from each CV and was
sent to RSU; and data sent from RSU to different transportation centers. In the following, we list
all 62 data types collected from the VISSIM simulation. However, our distributed message delivery
system can also support other information flows (e.g., roadway sensors data) from other sources
(such as roadway traffic sensors) along with vehicle-generated data. In our case study presented in
the paper, other sources of traffic related data, such as traditional traffic sensors (e.g., loop detector)
and mobile device (cell phone or GPS traces) data, were not considered. It is expected that the
substantial penetration of CVs on the roadways will reduce or eliminate the need for traditional
traffic sensor data for traffic condition assessment and prediction [62, 61, 21].
3.2.2 Data Infrastructure Experimental Platform Description
Our experimental platform spans two computing platforms based at Clemson University [2].
The first, the Holocron cluster, is a small-scale platform that consists of 20 machines provided to
researchers in bare-metal fashion, enabling the installation of any customized software for experi-
mentation with customized cloud infrastructures. In our experiments, we selected 16 machines from
Holocron as our Kafka brokers. Each machine has 256 GB DDR4 RAM memories, 2TB 7,200 RPM
SATA HDD hard disk and a 10Gbps Ethernet connection for data transfer between machines. This
16-machine broker cluster is the key component for the message delivery system, which comprises
Kafka data brokers and supporting services [54]. Therefore, most of the computing resources in the
message delivery system reside in this cluster. The brokers handle the incoming message traffic from
message producers as well as route outgoing message traffic to message consumers.
The second platform, Palmetto, is a large-scale distributed testbed for scientific research ap-
plications consisting of 1,700 machines maintained by the Clemson University Cyberinfrastructure
Technology Integration (CITI) group [2]. Since it provides a large number of physical machines, we
used machines from the Palmetto cluster as both our data producers and consumers for CV applica-
tions. As the Palmetto cluster has over 1000 of the available 1700 machines for scientific research, we
allocate a single physical machine from Palmetto for each producer or consumer. This guaranteed
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better resource isolation, thus ensuring the repeatability and reliability of our experiments. Each
Palmetto machine functioned as either a producer or a consumer of the message delivery system
by running a specific computer program. For instance, a producer machine runs the data genera-
tion program, representing the RSU in the connected vehicle applications. On the other hand, a
consumer machine runs the data-ingesting program, representing a traffic management center or a
mobile device, which runs certain CV applications that consume data from brokers. Each of the Pal-
metto machines had 16GB of DDR4 RAM and 100GB 7,200 RPM hard drive and 1Gbps Ethernet
connection to the Holocron nodes. The distributed message delivery system for CV applications was
then prototyped by setting up a cloud infrastructure between the producers and consumers in Pal-
metto and the brokers in Holocron. Holocron provides flexible networking among distributed nodes,
which facilitated our experiments by assigning the same network configurations on each producer to
broker link and each broker to consumer link. Palmetto’s integrated batch system, Portable Batch
System (PBS) [14], eases the parallel execution of large number of producer and consumer computer
programs, which is essential in modeling the case where all consumers are “online”.
3.2.3 Experimental Scenarios
To evaluate the performance of the distributed message delivery system, a baseline scenario
of message distribution system without any message broker was established. We considered 92
producers in this baseline scenario, all of which were connected with 10 consumers sequentially
(as shown in Table 3.1) using a direct Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection. We then
developed four experimental scenarios to evaluate the distributed message delivery system with
different number of brokers and consumers, as presented in Table 3.1. The number of the producers
was fixed at 92 (i.e., number of RSUs installed in I-26 corridor). As various numbers of end users
affect CV applications during different hours of the day, we varied the number of consumers for each
broker size to 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 to represent different times of the day. The 50-consumer scenario
represents the peak hour scenario when most consumers attempt to access data simultaneously,
while the 10-consumer scenario represents the off-peak hours when most users are offline. We use
different number schemes for our brokers (e.g. 2, 4, 16, 32) to explore how the larger broker clusters
benefit the performance of the message delivery system. We allocated the 32 brokers at 16 physical
machines in Holocron. Two broker instances were managed simultaneously on each machine.
We examined the message delivery system experimentally considering the capacity of all
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Table 3.1: Message Delivery System Evaluation Scenarios
Message Delivery System without Broker
(Baseline Scenario)
Number of Number of
Producer Consumer
92 10
Message Delivery System with Broker
Experimental Number of Number of Number of
Scenario Producer Broker Consumer
Scenario 1 92 2 10,20,30,40,50
Scenario 2 92 4 10,20,30,40,50
Scenario 3 92 16 10,20,30,40,50
Scenario 4 92 32 10,20,30,40,50
producers. For this purpose, each of the 92 producers published 100,000 messages at the same time
to overflow the network capacity. These messages were then published to 62 different topics, each
representing a single message type as discussed in section 3.2.1. All the messages have a fixed size
of 200 bytes. Here, a topic is an abstract container in Kafka that can be seen as a pipeline in which
messages flow through. The configuration of each topic in the broker cluster reflects the trade-off
between message reliability and latency for all the messages published to that topic. For example,
in extreme cases where we generated messages from a certain number of producers to arrive at the
brokers at its maximum speed, messages are sent to a topic that requires no acknowledgements to be
sent from the brokers to the producers. All of those messages published to that topic thus exhibited
the lowest latency.
In our experiment with a 4-node Kafka broker cluster, the average latency for sending one
message dropped by 78 percent when switching from a topic, whose messages require acknowledgment
( “ack” topic), to a topic whose messages that do not require acknowledgment (“no-ack” topic).
However, the reliability of the “no-ack” topic is problematic. About 98.9 percent of all the messages
published to the “no-ack” topic is received by the consumers in the 4-broker cluster scenario, which
makes this topic unsuitable for the applications that require a highly reliable message transfer (i.e.,
where 100 percent of messages must be received by the consumers). Since we value the message
reliability for our real-time CV applications, we configured all 62 topics in our experiment to be
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Figure 3.5: Breakdown of an end-to-end latency of a message delivery procedure using the developed
message delivery system.
“ack” topics, which required explicit acknowledgment from the broker for each message. The end-
to-end latency of a message passing through the message delivery system is comprised of two parts.
The first part of this latency included the communication process between the producer and the
broker, represented by Tp as shown in Figure 3.5. This Tp was measured from the time at which
the message was generated by the producer to that time at which the broker indicated reception of
the message.
The second part of the latency encompassed the communication process between the broker
and the consumer, which is denoted by Tc (as shown in Figure 3.5). Here, Tc was measured
from the time at which the consumer initialized the message-read request to the time at which the
consumer successfully received the message. The parallel implementation of broker to consumer
message delivery in Kafka makes the latency Tc much lower than Tp. Therefore, at the producer
side, it was necessary to reduce the per-message delivery latency to the highest extent to better
serve the real-time applications. This latency is associated with the queuing latency of each message
in the producers send buffer. The average queuing time of each message at the producer end was
proportional to the quotient of buffer size and message size. If the buffer size was too large, the
average queuing time of each message was increased. To prevent this queuing delay, we assigned the
send buffer size of each of our producers to 400 bytes, twice of the message size. Therefore, whenever
a message was loaded into the send buffer, it only had to wait for dispatch of its only predecessor.
The small size of the message prevented any overflow in the producer. This approach eliminated the
unnecessary queuing delay at the producer end. A total volume of 40 GB messages were generated
in the experiment (2 GB for each experimental scenario).
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3.3 Data Collection of Automotive Forum and Common Crawl
To evaluate the data curation component of our proposed system, we first describe how the
target online forum data and the sample data are collected.
3.3.1 Description of Datasets
We choose a very active car owner online forum as our target forum to evaluate Common
Crawl’s sample quality. This forum is organized into 14 subforums, each representing a different
car model made by a specific car vendor. We refer to these by their car type, e.g., “suv-mid” (a
mid-sized SUV), “sedan-full” (a full-sized sedan), “convertible-new” (a newer model of a convertible
type), etc. For each subforum, we have collected all available data from Common Crawl as well as
the full data from the online forum. Since Common Crawl is based on sampled data, it is not an
independent dataset from the original forum data (the full data).
The Common Crawl dataset [36] consists of billions of HTML based web pages that are
provided in two formats: WARC and WET. The WARC format contains meta data that describes
the crawling process, storage hierarchy, HTTP response codes, and HTML tags. The WARC data
is more noisy and hence requires filtering and preprocessing before it can be analyzed with LDA.
Alternatively, Common Crawl provides extracted raw text data directly for text mining research
called the WET format data. However, the WET format data cannot be used for our LDA experi-
ments, since LDA requires detailed separation of texts from different posts and different threads in
an online forum. We therefore used the 14 subforum URLs and gathered 280 GB WARC format
data files from the publicly available Common Crawl images in AWS. After data preprocessing, we
have grouped all posts in a thread together to form one document.
To collect the full data for each subforum, we have developed a customized web crawler
based on Jsoup, a Java library for working with HTML. Jsoup provides an API for manipulating
and extracting data, using the best of DOM, CSS, and Jquery-like methods. It can be used to
scrape and parse HTML from a URL, file or string. In total, we collected 2.16 TB of raw data.
Running the customized crawler on one subforum took, on average, 24 hours. However, a first run
of the crawler resulted in the workstation’s IP address being blacklisted, which required restarting
the data collection with a less aggressive crawling strategy that would decrease the frequency with
which the website was accessed. In total, the data collection on the full forum data took over four
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Table 3.2: Overview of Online Forums Data Collected from Common Crawl (CC) and Full Data
(FD).
Subforum Doc. Doc. Doc. Time- Size of Raw
Count Count Frac. stamp Data (GB)
CC FD (CC/FD) Var. CC FD
sedan-mid 3,249 27,649 0.12 38 49.4 267.5
sport-new 1,869 16,553 0.11 33 46.2 216.6
convertible 1,521 28,525 0.05 23 29.7 250.5
suv-compact 1,467 10,187 0.14 30 29.6 128.4
suv-mid 1,397 20,217 0.07 21 17.4 145.8
convertible-new 1,181 8,671 0.14 19 18.2 102.2
sport 901 7,765 0.12 54 19.2 74.4
hatchback 703 3,190 0.22 52 17.2 44.0
sport-full 639 17,110 0.04 34 22.8 493.1
sedan-full 436 3,527 0.12 90 5.3 28.1
coupe-compact 212 15,635 0.01 65 11.3 229.2
electric 193 2,177 0.09 181 7.2 38.2
suv-mid-new 139 9,687 0.01 123 4.2 129.0
suv-small 8 851 0.01 1,014 0.2 13.2
weeks, while the data collection from Common Crawl was completed in less than one day, which
illustrates another advantage of using the sampled data.
We present an overview of the data collected from Common Crawl (CC) and the full data
(FD) in Table 3.2, including the number of documents in each subforum and data set, document
fraction in the sample compared to the full data, and standard deviation of timestamp gap (in
hours) in each subforum. The latter measures variation in the spread of the data over time. Because
Common Crawl data is sampled at irregular time intervals, and because subforums differ in their
daily user activity, there are differences in the way the data is spread over time between subforums.
We capture this variation by first ordering the timestamps of posts in a subforum, then calculating
the standard deviation of the intervals between consecutive timestamps of posts.
3.4 Online Automotive Forum Text Data Curation
After the streaming text data are collected from the online forum, we use the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) language model to discover the discussion themes contained in the corpus. To
evaluate the sample bias in drawing these themes, we introduce both a quantitative approach and
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a qualitative approach for comparing the topics drawn from the samples to the topics drawn from
the full dataset.
3.4.1 Description of LDA Topic Modeling
Topic modeling approach uses unsupervised machine learning method for extracting latent
topics form a large set of documents. It is often applied in text mining to facilitate tasks like
information retrieval, text classification and sentiment analysis. Topic modeling models documents
by using a generative statistical model that takes each document as a mixture of a fixed number
of topics. A representative model used in many topic modeling research is the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) model [29].
In topic modeling, a corpus is a set of documents while each document is indicated as a
sequence of words. The key idea in topic modeling is adding a layer of hidden topics between words
and documents by assuming a generative process between topics and documents.
More formally, LDA uses a three layer Bayesian model to fit the generative process. In the
top layer, each document is represented by a finite mixture over a set of latent topics. In the middle
layer, each latent topic is represented by a distribution over words in the entire corpus. Finally,
the bottom layer consists of the words in a corpus, which are the basic elements of the generative
process. Therefore, a topic’s meaning is best conceived by looking at its word rankings.
When applying LDA to the user forums we are analyzing, each thread is assumed to be
one document. The number of threads from the Common Crawl Bimmerpost forum data being
analyzed in our experiment is 21,247. These threads come from 14 distinct subforums with each
subforum symbols one specific car model. In our experiment, we treat 14 subforums independently
when performing LDA topics analysis, as different subforums have various data characteristics in
terms of topic modeling.
In the insight of forum user behavior section, we categorized the 14 car models into 5
classes, convertible, electric vehicle, sports car, sedan and SUV. We are interested to see how the
users’ discussions about each of these car classes are different from each other by observing and
comparing the topics across different car classes. Therefore, we regroup the documents from the 14
sub forums into 5 segments and performed LDA individually.
When performing LDA on the 4 car classes, we trimmed the words in our preliminary
segments using the following strategy. The words that appear less than 5 times in each segment or
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in fewer than 5 documents in that segment are removed. Removing the words that appear less than
5 times in each segment helps filter out the low frequency words and focus on the core words in
the vocabularies. This trimming strategy and threshold is commonly seen in text mining researches
that use topic modeling [31]. Removing the words that appear in fewer than 5 documents helps
discard the potential off-topic discussions about weather, social events, etc. After word trimming,
the vocabulary size shrinks down by 75 percent on average in each segment.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [29] is a generative model that estimates latent groups
(“topics”) from a corpus. Its main assumption is that documents are random mixtures of corpus-
wide topics, where each topic is a probability distribution over the entire vocabulary. Following the
notation in [29], the generative process of LDA for each document w in a corpus D is described as
follows:
1. Choose N ∼ Poisson(ξ).
2. Choose θ ∼ Dir(α).
3. For each of the N words wn:
(a) Choose a topic zn ∼ Multinomial(θ).
(b) Choose a word wn from p(wn|zn, β), a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic
zn.
Where N is the number of works in a document drawn from a possion distribution. θ is the topic
distribution over a document sampled from a Dirichlet distribution Dir(α). A key output of LDA is
an estimate of each document’s topic proportions, which can be used to calculate the proportion of
each topic in the entire corpus. We denote these global topic mixtures as M = {m1, . . . ,mk}, where
k is the number of topics, and
∑k
1 mi = 1.
For all of the following analysis, we set k = 10 and the Dirichlet parameter α = 0.1. An
exception is the “suv-small” subforum, where we set k = 5 because of the small number of documents.
We use the original C code provided by [29] available at [39]. On the largest data set in our analysis
(“sedan-mid” with 27,649 documents in the full data), the algorithm converges after about eight
hours.
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3.4.2 Description of Similarity Comparison Between Topics
Our goal is to compare topics estimated from Common Crawl to those estimated on the
full data. A common metric for evaluating a topic model’s quality is perplexity, which is a measure
of a model’s predictive likelihood calculated from a held-out set [90]. Perplexity is not a suitable
measure in our case because we need to evaluate the similarity of two models estimated on different
data rather than comparing their performance on the same data set. We instead use two metrics
that capture both the quantitative and qualitative similarity between two topic models. First, we
compare topic mixtures estimated from the sampled and full data, using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
(KS) test. Secondly, we compare the top-ranked words in different topics using the Sørensen–Dice
coefficient. In this section, we motivate and explain both measures in more detail.
3.4.2.1 Evaluating Topic Proportion Similarity
A key output of LDA is an estimate of the proportion that each latent topic is represented in
the corpus, which we denote as M (see Section 3.4.1). An estimate of 0.25 for a topic, for example,
means that 25% of the text in a corpus is estimated to fall under this topic. These mixtures are
important measures for business analysts because they provide insights into the relative importance
of estimated topics.
To give an example, consider the following two topic mixtures estimated for the “suv-
compact” forum from Common Crawl (CC) and the full data (FD):
MCC = {0.16, 0.15, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.09, 0.09, 0.08, 0.06, 0.05}
MFD = {0.16, 0.13, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.09, 0.09, 0.08, 0.07, 0.07}
The topics are sorted from largest to smallest topic for both data sets. This comparison only
examines topic mixtures; the semantic alignment of the topics is captured by the other comparison
using the Dice coefficient. Based on these mixtures, the two models produce very similar results.
We formally evaluate topic mixture similarity with a two-sample KS test. Let FCC(x) and
FFD(x) denote the empirical distribution functions calculated from MCC and MFD, respectively.




It is a test of the null hypothesis that FCC(x) and FFD(x) come from the same distribution.
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For the above example, D = 0.2 (the largest absolute difference between topic proportions) with
p = 0.99. Because p is clearly above the standard 0.05 threshold, we cannot reject the null hypothesis
that the topic proportions are drawn from the same distribution. While this result does not prove
that the two mixtures are the same, there is no statistical evidence that they are different from each
other.
The KS test statistic is calculated by matching topics based on their rank. That is, one
compares the two largest topic proportions with each other, followed by the second largest proportion,
etc. This does not take into account that topics with similar proportions may differ qualitatively,
i.e., in terms of their top ranked words that define the topics. We therefore introduce a measure
that compares topics qualitatively.
3.4.2.2 Evaluating Topic Meaning Similarity
Topics estimated with LDA are probability distributions over the vocabulary. It is the
analyst’s job to label the topics, that is, to decide their substantive meaning. This is usually done
by sorting the vocabulary by their estimated topic-word probabilities and looking at the top k words,
where typical values for k are in the range of 5–20. To provide an example, Table 4.4 in Section 4.3,
which we will discuss in greater detail below, shows the top ten keywords for the two largest topics
estimated from Common Crawl for four selected forums.
For Common Crawl to be a useful sample of the population data, it should produce topics
that are substantively similar to those estimated on the full data. We evaluate this criteria with
a metric that mimics human evaluation of topic similarity, which would be based on comparing
the top keywords of two topics and judging their similarity in terms of the words they include.
More precisely, we follow an approach suggested in [44] that uses the Sørensen–Dice coefficient to
measure the overlap between two keyword lists. Let X denote the set of k top keywords from a
topic estimated from Common Crawl, and let Y denote keywords estimated from the full data. The
Sørensen–Dice coefficient (or short, Dice coefficient) is calculated as
D(X,Y ) =
2|X ∩ Y |
|X|+ |Y |
, (3.2)
where X ∩ Y is the set of common words from both word lists, and |X| and |Y | are the numbers of
words in each list.
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To provide an example, consider the following two word lists:
X = {looks, sport, interior, trim, wheels} and Y = {wheels, trim, color, price, sport} (these are
actual words that appear in the “suv-compact” forum). Each set includes five words, and they share
three elements, “sport”, “trim” and “wheels”. The Dice coefficient for this example is D(X,Y ) =
2×3
5+5 = 0.6. If the two word lists were identical, the Dice coefficient would be 1; if their intersection
were empty, the coefficient would be 0. In our calculations below, we will use the same number of
the top twenty keywords in each set. The Dice coefficient is then equivalent to the proportion of
words that appear in both topics.
The Dice coefficient is a comparison between two topics. When comparing topics from two
models estimated on different data sets, we need to assign each topic from one model to a topic
from the other model in order to calculate the coefficient. This is a classic matching problem for
which well-known solutions exist. We here follow an approach suggested in [44] for this particular
case. Because we expect that each topic estimated on the full data has a corresponding topic in the
sample, we greedily match topics to each others based on the maximum Dice value. More precisely,
for two equally-sized sets of topics, we first match the topic pair with the highest Dice coefficient,
then repeat this process with the unassigned topics until all topics are matched. Our measure of
model similarity is then the average Dice coefficient over all selected topic pairs.
3.5 Query Expansion of Streaming Social Media Data
In this section, we introduce our design of an automated query expansion system that detects
and monitors emergent events in Twitter streams.
3.5.1 Query Expansion in Social Media Data System Overview
The overview of our proposed query expansion component is described in the following
algorithm: In order to take a large corpora of documents and relate them in a conceptual space,
FastText from Facebook’s research group was used. FastText uses subword information to enrich
its vector space, so that even stemmed or misspelled words are close to each other in conceptual
distance [30]. With calculating emergent events from a document stream such as Twitter, Dynamic
Eigenvector Centrality (DEC) captures not only the importance of words in a stream for a given
window, but how their centrality has increased (or decreased) in a number of windows prior [22].
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Algorithm 1 System Overview
1: Sm, primary Tweet stream at window m
2: js, Jaccard Similarity between top DEC words, 3 windows apart
3: procedure AutomatedQueryExpansion(Sm, w)
4: Calculate DEC values on Sm every w minutes.
5: js← Calculate Jaccard Similarity between top DEC words, 3 windows apart
6: if js ≤ 15 then
7: Construct Topic Model on current window of Sm
8: Expand Topic Model with Vector Space to make new Query
9: end if
10: Wt, query expansion keywords from local analysis
11: Wv, query expansion keywords from global analysis
12: Collect Tweets from Sm using Wt and Wv
13: end procedure
To calculate when to expand a query, we determine the jaccard similarity between the top 200 DEC
keywords between two windows that are 45 minutes apart. When this window is below a certain
threshold (for our purposes, 15 percent), we expand a query using the given algorithm.
To experiment on our automated query generation approach, we studies 4 different methods
of query generation.
Q1: Static Stream. As a baseline scenario, we use a static stream which is generated by
using one fixed keyword “police” as query condition.
Q2: Query Expansion Stream Using Topic Modeling Keywords. The first proposed
approach for query expansion is to use Topic Modeling (LDA model) keywords. LDA topic modeling
produces n topics with each topic represented by a distribution of the words in the vocabulary. The
distribution of words reveals the discussion theme associated with the topic. The algorithm is
described as follows: To generate query Q, we give the LDA topic modeling output T, and a stream
of Tweets S. T consists of n topics each representing one discussion theme. In a given Tweet s, if
we can find any combination of two keywords in topic t, then we add Tweet s into query result qt
corresponding to topic t. Finally the procedure returns the aggregated query result for all topics,
Q.
Q3: Query Expansion Stream Using Topic Modeling Keywords and Dynamic
Eigenvector Centralities As a comparison to Query 2, we introduce another query which combines
Topic Modeling keywords and Dynamic Eigenvector Centralities (DEC) keywords to generate the
query condition. This procedure is described in Algorithm 2. For each of the n topic t, we also add
another condition in the query so that it needs to include the DEC keyword that is furthest apart
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Algorithm 2 Query Expansion Using Topic Modeling Keywords
1: Q, query result
2: S, primary Tweet stream
3: s, a Tweet in the primary Tweet stream
4: T , a set of topics result from LDA topic modeling
5: t, a given topic in T
6: qt, query result associated with a given topic t
7: procedure Query Expansion(Q,T, S)
8: Q← ∅
9: for t in T do
10: qt ← ∅
11: for s in S do
12: (wi, wj), a pair of words from the same Tweet
13: for (wi, wj) in s do
14: if wi ∩ wj in t then








Algorithm 3 Query Expansion Using Topic Modeling Keywords and DEC keywords
1: Q, query result
2: T , a set of topics result from LDA topic modeling
3: t, a given topic in T
4: qt, query result associated with a given topic t
5: V , historical semantic vector space from word embeddings
6: S, primary Tweet stream
7: s, a Tweet in the primary Tweet stream
8: Decw, word with top DEC value that have furthest semantic distance from a set of LDA keywords
9: (wi, wj), a pair of words from the same Tweet
10: procedure Query Expansion(Q,T, V, S)
11: Q← ∅
12: for t in T do
13: qt ← ∅
14: Decw ← furthestDec(V, qt)
15: for s in S do
16: for (wi, wj) in s do
17: if wi is Decw ∧ wj in t then









Table 3.3: Characteristics of Proposed Query Generation Methods
Static Themes Emergent Historical
Q1 Yes No No No
Q2 Yes Yes No No
Q3 Yes Yes Yes No
Q4 No No Yes Yes
from the set of keywords in topic t in the vector space V. This will ensure that the topic is most
emerging get represented in the query result. In the above procedure, function futhestDec(V, qt)
find the DEC word that has the most average Euclidean distance from the keywords in topic qt and
save in in Decw. We use this combination because normally the top DEC keyword is contained in
the top keywords in the LDA topic modeling results. Therefore to ensure we can create a new topic
that contains DEC keyword, we select the DEC word that has the most distance in the semantic
vector space to the LDA topic keywords. The semantic vector space is generated using the Tweets
collected during a two week time window around the target event.
Q4: Query Expansion Stream Using Topic Modeling Keywords and Vector
Space. The fourth proposed algorithm is a method for expanding a generic topic model (in our case,
a parallel LDA model) with an external vector space to add to the topics, making novel queries). As
mentioned, our vector space is trained on the past year of news and press releases, and is represented
with V . Using this vector space, a nearest neighbor efficiently calculates those words closest in space
to a given word. Thus, we expand the query by taking a topic t from a topic model, find a set of
neighboring neighbors that are closest to t in the vector space to the topic. The resulting set of
keywords included in the query is neighbors. The idea behind this algorithm is that by brining the
external vector space, we can add new keywords of historical information about the query intent
which is not included in the vocabulary of the available Tweets stream.
The key goal of our query generation method are to combine keywords relation information
from various semantic levels to provide the best quality query suggestion. To reach this goal we
perform different natural language modeling techniques to provide semantic information of words
at such heterogeneous levels. LDA topic modeling uses a generative model to give the topical
(whether a set of words are associated with the same underneath discussion theme) information of
keywords. Dynamic Eigenvector Centralities(DEC) uses a semantic graph model to indicates the
level of emergence of a keyword at a given time. The word embedding model uses a neural network
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Algorithm 4 Query Expansion Using Topic Modeling Keywords and Vector Space
1: Q, query result
2: T , a set of topics result from LDA topic modeling
3: t, a given topic in T
4: qt, query result associated with a given topic t
5: V , historical semantic vector space from word embeddings
6: S, primary Tweet stream
7: s, a Tweet in the primary Tweet stream
8: neighbors, neighboring words in historical semantic space V from a LDA topic t
9: nearest, a set of neighboring words in historical semantic space from word wt
10: (wi, wj), a pair of words from the same Tweet
11: procedure Query Expansion(Q,T, V, S)
12: Q← ∅
13: neighbors← ∅
14: for t in T do
15: qt ← ∅
16: for wt in t do
17: nearest← nearestNeighbors(V , wt)
18: for newWord in nearest do
19: if newWord not in t then




24: for s in S do
25: for (wi, wj) in s do
26: if wi ∧ wj in neighbors then









model to minimize the probability of neighboring words in a corpus given a certain word [72, 77, 53].
Each word are represented by a dense vector called word embeddings that represents a word using
lower dimensional vector than one-hot representation [43]. It learns a semantic vector space to
describe the semantic distance between words, therefore serves as a global thesaurus to indicate the
semantic similarity between words. The word embedding model are built on preexisting corpus and
hence utilizes historical knowledge of the word-to-word relationship.
Table 3.3 summarizes the key differences between the 4 query generation method described
above. For static stream (Q1) it doesn’t adopt any word semantic information except the static
keywords used for query. For Q2, the theme relationship between keywords are used since topic
modeling keywords are the candidates for query generation. For Q3, both DEC keywords and topic
modeling keywords are used as candidates, hence semantic information in both theme and emergent
level are included. For Q4, the candidate keywords are a mixture of nearest neighbors obtained
from vector space model and DEC keywords. Hence the semantic information in historical level and
emergent level are used.
For each Tweet in the primary stream, if it contains more than a threshold of n keywords in
a given query method (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4), then we add that Tweet into the result set associated with
that query. The result set may contain many subset, with each subset of Tweets corresponding to
query result associated with a LDA topic. We analyze the quality of queries at subset level, meaning
that we aggregate the query result associated with each LDA topic. The experiments and result
discussion sections discuss this matter in details.
3.5.2 Query Expansion in Social Media Data Experiment Set up
We ran two experiments to compare these proposed tools for query expansion: (1) Tweets
collected from a topic (”police”) on the raw stream, and (2) Topic models with vector space words.
Raw Stream. To test our system, we began with a stream of 20.5 million Tweets that
cover the timeline of the 2015 Baltimore protests, when Freddie Gray, a young African-American
Baltimore citizen, was killed from a police altercation. While this stream was not a full “firehose”
of the Twitter social media stream, it was collected with sufficient noise for it to be treated as such.
Static Stream. For a baseline query approach, we took queried the Raw Stream for
all Tweets containing the word ”police,” for a total of 5.1 million Tweets.From these Tweets, we
calculated Dynamic Eigenvector Centralities on the stream in 15-minute intervals. When we observed
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a 15-percent Jaccard similarity (or smaller) between windows three intervals apart, we began a new
query expansion.
Expansion Query Stream Using Topic Modeling Keywords To generate the query
expansion terms for Query 2 (discussed in section III), we applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
topic modeling on the intervals that contains emergent event as identified in Static Stream. For each
interval, we use 5 topics and take the top 20 keywords from each topic to form the top-ranked
keywords to expand the original query. For each topic, the Tweets that contain at least two top




In this chapter, we discuss the results we obtained from experiment setups for each of the
three components we mentioned in Chapter 3. In Section 4.1, we focus on the latency and throughput
performance for our distributed data delivery component. In Section 4.2, we use both quantitative
and qualitative metrics to evaluate the performance of our data curation component. In Section 4.3
we present our observations in terms of business insights using our data curation model on the online
automotive forums. In Section 4.4, we analyze the query results using metrics that measuring the
efficacy of our proposed queries at different semantic levels.
4.1 Distributed Data Delivery System Experiment Results
and Analysis
For the baseline scenario, we consider 92 producers (i.e., RSUs), where each producer was
sending 50,000 messages to 10 consumers sequentially using a direct TCP connection. Each consumer
opened a TCP socket and listened for connections from the producers, and each producer made a
socket connection for every message prior to transmission. Each message was 200 bytes in size with
62 types of CV data (see section 3.2.1) to simulate the baseline scenario and distributed message
delivery system. We used two Kafka brokers in our comparison of the baseline scenario, which is
the minimum system requirement to avoid single point machine failure, for the distributed message
delivery system. The average end-to-end and the maximum end-to-end message delivery latency for
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the baseline scenario (without any brokers) were 12 milliseconds and 3751 milliseconds, respectively,
which were significantly greater than the corresponding latencies with a distributed message delivery
system using two Kafka brokers (as shown in Table 4.1). This difference is mainly due to the smaller
overhead of the distributed message delivery system when serving multiple consumers compared
to the baseline scenario. For serving multiple consumers, the Kafka distributed message delivery
system handles all incoming messages in parallel, where in the baseline scenario only one message
is handled at a time between a producer and a consumer.
The brokers cached message pool then processes multiple message deliveries to different
consumers simultaneously. Our analyses for distributed message delivery system with four different
experimental scenarios are presented in Table III and Figure 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. In Table 4.2,
we presented average latency between producer and broker Tp and average latency between broker
and consumer Tc in addition to total average latency for different experimental scenarios. Note
the smaller Tc compared to Tp, because of the efficient implementation of the message delivery
function in Apache Kafka. When a consumer needs to read messages from the brokers, the Kafka
brokers use the Linux sendfile Application Programming Interface (API) to transfer messages to the
consumer socket without further buffering or copying the messages. This reduces the transmission
latency, and therefore affects Tc. Moreover, when consumers simultaneously read a large message set,
Kafka batched the messages in groups to leverage the receiving buffer at the consumer end in order
to improve the latency performance. The data collected from our experiment regarding the total
average latency of each message for the distributed message delivery system with varying number
of consumer are shown in Figure 4.1. For real-time CV applications, latency is the most important
performance factor of a delivery system. An increase in the number of brokers (see Figure 4.1)
causes a decrease in average end-to-end latency, a trend that is more obvious at peak hours when
additional consumers utilize most of the processing power of the broker cluster. Therefore, a larger
broker cluster must be available during peak hours, since the increased processing power is amortized
by the added workload from consumer requests. Even during these peak hours, the use of two brokers
for our experimental scenario (considering 50 consumers) will give an approximate end-to-end latency
average of 7.95 milliseconds, providing ample room for a stream processing latency to meet all the
time and spatial contexts requirements for real-time applications specified in CVRIA [3]. Increasing
the number of brokers in the broker cluster makes this latency even more insignificant. However,
increasing the number of brokers provides the most for the applications with a large number of users
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the Message Delivery Latency between the Baseline and Distributed
Message Delivery System
Experimental Scenario Average Maximum
(92 producers and Latency Latency
10 consumer) (ms) (ms)
Baseline (without broker) 12.00 3751
Distributed message delivery
system with broker 2.03 1463
(2 brokers)
at peak hours; otherwise, the performance gain is minimal, as shown in the case of the 10 consumers.
Another essential metric, in addition to latency, is producer and consumer throughput.
Throughput can be defined as the number of records sent or received per second. The throughput at
the producer end (as shown in Figure 4.2) helps establish the upper limit of RSUs report frequency,
which is the maximum velocity of message producing events that the delivery system can handle if
no message buffering occurs. The y-axis shows the MB/s throughput for each of the 92 producers.
Even though the total message volume of the 92 producers overflows the network bandwidth, the
actual accumulated throughput of each producer is far less than network bandwidth. The handshake
time between the producers and the brokers, which slowed the message transfer and reduced the
throughput could be the cause of this reduction. During the off peak hours, the best throughput
was 0.35MB/s for each producer when using 32 brokers, creating a 1500 record-per-second limit
for processing message flow from either RSUs or CVs. The number of consumers less likely af-
fects the improvement in a producers throughput when the numbers of brokers increases, as shown
in Figure 4.2. Thus, increasing the number of brokers appeared to exhibit a similar throughput
improvement pattern among all consumer cases, regardless of peak or off-peak hours.
While in latency case as shown in Figure 4.1, higher performance improvements are ob-
served when the number of consumers are large (peak hours). Figure 4.3 shows the throughput
of consumers with different number of broker and consumer scenarios. The throughput of each
consumer is much larger than the throughput of each producer. This discrepancy is due to Kafkas
efficient implementation of consumer read process [54]. For the 32-broker scenario, the per-consumer
throughput dropped linearly as the number of consumers increased from 10 to 50, indicating that
the accumulated consumer throughput was approximate to the network bandwidth limit. For other
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Table 4.2: Tp and Tc for Distributed Message Delivery System in Different Experimental Scenarios
Number of Average Average Average
Consumers Tp Tc Total Latency
(ms) (ms) (ms)
Experimental Scenario 1:
Number of Producers: 92 Number of Brokers: 2
10 1.55 0.48 2.03
20 3.19 0.83 4.02
30 4.23 1.06 5.29
40 5.42 1.34 6.76
50 5.97 1.98 7.95
Experimental Scenario 2:
Number of Producers: 92 Number of Brokers: 4
10 1.36 0.31 1.67
20 2.23 0.49 2.72
30 3.20 0.72 3.92
40 3.97 0.89 4.86
50 5.02 1.16 6.18
Experimental Scenario 3:
Number of Producers: 92 Number of Brokers:16
10 1.21 0.28 1.49
20 1.59 0.32 1.91
30 2.03 0.44 2.47
40 2.54 0.49 3.03
50 3.10 0.61 3.71
Experimental Scenario 4:
Number of Producers: 92 Number of Brokers: 32
10 1.18 0.26 1.41
20 1.80 0.29 2.09
30 2.24 0.36 2.60
40 2.73 0.43 3.16
50 3.14 0.51 3.65
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Number of Brokers
Figure 4.1: Total average latency for the distributed message delivery system by varying the number
of consumers and brokers.
cases, the consumer throughput was satisfactory even with low numbers of broker clusters, indicating
that the improved performance in consumer throughput was insensitive to the broker cluster size.
In most real-time application, consumers cannot receive large batches of data simultaneously.
Therefore, when the number of brokers increases, the percentage of latency reduction is higher than
the percentage of increment in consumer throughput. Specifically as shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2,
4.3, it is desirable to use a larger broker cluster for CV applications managing many consumers at
peak hours, while a broker cluster size between 4 or 16 for applications with few consumers ensures
performance without additional expense on the larger cluster. We did however notice a significantly
higher maximum latency than average latency in all of our experimental scenarios. Note the end-
to-end latency distribution of the 16-broker system scenario shown in Figure 4.4.
Here, the average latencies for all consumer cases were less than 5 milliseconds with the 99th
percentile latencies, which is still less than 12 milliseconds while the maximum latencies jumped to
500 milliseconds. Although there was a less than 1 percent occurrence of these maximum latencies,
they nonetheless determined the degree to which a delivery system served a real-time application.
This discrepancy may be due to a slow File Input/Output (I/O) thread, a networking congestion
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Number of Brokers
Figure 4.2: Throughput of producer for the distributed message delivery system by varying the
number of consumers and brokers.
error, broker unavailability, or a slow partition of a topic. Determining the precise origin of this
long maximum latency problem is difficult due to the lack of fine-grained tools to monitor such
behaviors. It is also difficult to determine the correlation between these minor events and their
root causes. Although it is possible to send multiple duplicate messages through different producers
simultaneously to avoid the maximum latency ceiling of sending each message, a message redundancy
will occur in the brokers with this strategy. Therefore, we will conduct further studies to determine
the possible causes of this long maximum latency problem to derive a solution.
USDOT’s system requirements of Intelligent Network Flow Optimization (INFLO) Pro-
totype for CV Dynamic Mobility Applications (DMA) state that the Traffic Management Entity
(TME) shall have the capability to obtain data from the traffic sensors on every 20 seconds [15].
The highest total average end-to-end latency is 7.95 milliseconds in our experiments. These latencies
were much lower than the recommended values for the USDOT system requirements for CV pilot
deployments. However, the minimum system requirement, such as the minimum number of brokers,
is decided by the message delivery workload for the Kafka message delivery system, e.g., how many
producers sending messages at the same time and how many consumers are reading those messages
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Number of Brokers
Figure 4.3: Throughput of different number of consumers for the distributed message delivery system
by varying the number of brokers.
at the same time. The strength of our distributed message delivery system is that the delivery capa-
bility of the brokering system is dynamic and adaptable to workload in run time. For example, we
can always start with the minimal number of Kafka brokers (i.e., 2) and add up the number of bro-
ker as needed when the latency performance rises above the USDOT requirement. Our experiments
demonstrated that we could satisfy the USDOT latency requirement for different CV applications
with the least number of machines (i.e., 2). In addition, our experiments also demonstrated that
the latency performance improves further when we add more number of brokers under experimental
scenarios 2, 3 and 4 (as shown in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1). Also, we found that in moving the design
of ITS data infrastructure from a vertical, top-down approach as shown in [56] (Figure 4.5) to a hor-
izontal, one-level approach (Figure 4.6) using publish/subscribe streaming message delivery model
improved the flexibility, scalability, and resiliency of the entire data infrastructure. Publish and
subscribe streaming messages represent sending and receiving of streaming messages, respectively.
Moreover, our new approach simultaneously maintains the different storage components required at
different scales of operation, and significantly reduces the level of dependency among the different
storage components. As connected vehicle systems can support multiple applications simultaneously
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Figure 4.4: The latency distribution for the distributed message delivery system with 16 brokers by
varying the number of consumers.
(such as multiple safety, mobility, environmental and energy applications could be supported by the
same CV infrastructure on a roadway) and public investments will only include infrastructure in-
vestments (such as investments in roadside units and backend computing infrastructure), connected
vehicle systems can potentially provide significant economic benefits compared to its cost [47].
4.2 Results of Data Curation using Topic Modeling on Sam-
pled Dataset
In this section, we analyze the representativeness of topics estimated from Common Crawl
compared to those estimated on the full data. We first conduct a comparison between LDA topic
proportions between the two data sets, showing that there is no statistical evidence that the topic
proportions are not drawn from the same distribution. We then analyze similarity in terms of word
ranking, demonstrating that the average Dice values are within a range that would be expected
under random sampling in 13 out of the 14 forums. Using a multivariate beta regression model, we
show that there is evidence that larger sample proportions and the number of threads in a sample
are positively correlated with average topic similarity. Finally, we conduct a series of experiments








































































































































Figure 4.7: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic proportions
estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Convertible subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree lines. D
values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in parentheses.
4.2.1 Topic Proportion Similarity
For each subforum i, we have estimated global topic proportions MCC,i and MFD,i. Fig-
ures 4.7-4.20 use scatter plots for comparing the two proportions. Most data points are close to the
45-degree line, indicating a high degree of similarity. Their average Pearson correlation is 0.92, with
min=0.80 and max=0.97. To formally test the differences between the proportions, we calculate
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistic discussed in Section 3.5.2 for each subforum. These
statistics, which are printed in the bottom-right of each figures in Figure 4.7-4.20, range from 0.2
to 0.6, with p-values well above the typical 0.05 threshold. Based on these results, we cannot reject
the null hypotheses that the proportions are the same. That is, we do not find statistical evidence


















Figure 4.8: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic proportions
estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Convertible-New subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree lines.
D values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in parentheses.
4.2.2 Word Rank Similarity
We next evaluate the LDA topics estimated from Common Crawl in terms of their sub-
stantive similarity with the topics estimated from the full data. Figure 4.21 shows the average Dice
coefficient for each subforum as black dots, ordered from smallest to largest. The average Dice values
range from 0.37 (“suv-small”) to 0.64 (“suv-compact”), with an average value across subforums of
0.50. In terms of topic similarity, this means that the average matched topic pair between Common
Crawl and the full data overlap by, on average, 50% of their top 20 keywords. In 7 out of the 14
subforums, the average Dice value is above 0.5, indicating that the average Common Crawl topic
overlaps with more than half of its words with its matched topic from the full data.


















Figure 4.9: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic proportions
estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Coupe Compact subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree lines.
D values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in parentheses.
value one would expect if the Common Crawl data were a true random sample of the full data. This
answers the question to what extent the results estimated on the Common Crawl samples behave
the same or differently than under true random sampling. To this end, we conduct the following
simulation: for each subforum in the full data, we draw 100 random samples (without replacement)
of the same size than the subforum in Common Crawl. For each sample we estimate 10 topics and
calculate their average Dice value with the same method we applied to the Common Crawl data.
These simulations result in 100 average Dice values for each subforum that correspond to possible
results one would obtain under random sampling.
The large black dots in Figure 4.21 show the average Dice values calculated from Common


















Figure 4.10: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Electric subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree lines. D
values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in parentheses.
with the 95% intervals of estimated values. In 13 out of the 14 subforums, the average Dice value
calculated from Common Crawl falls within the 95% interval of Dice values calculated from the
random samples. We can conclude that for these 13 subforums, the topic similarity between Common
Crawl and the full data is not significantly different than what one would expect to find under true
random sampling. The average Dice value is outside the 95% interval in only one case, the “sport-
full” forum, which has the fourth smallest sample proportion. This result indicates that samples with
a document fraction below 0.05 might not be suitable for topic modeling because of the possibility


















Figure 4.11: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Hatchback subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree lines.
D values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in parentheses.
4.2.3 Multivariate Regression
We have established in the previous section that topic similarity between Common Crawl
and the full data does not significantly differ in 13 out of the 14 forums. In this section, we formally
test whether differences in data characteristics are systematically linked to topic similarity. We
estimate the joint effect of document fraction, document number, and logged time interval variation
on average Dice coefficient with a beta regression [38], which accounts for the response being bound
in the (0, 1) interval.
Table 4.3 shows that document fraction and document number have a positive and significant
association with the average Dice coefficient at the 0.1 threshold or below. The estimated coefficients


















Figure 4.12: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Full-sized Sedan subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree
lines. D values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in paren-
theses.
we compute predicted effects when changing a predictor from its empirical minimum to maximum,
holding all other predictors at their means. For document fraction, an increase from 0.01 to 0.22
is associated with an average increase in the Dice coefficient by 0.093. For document number, an
increase by about 3,200 documents is estimated to increase the response by 0.089.
4.2.4 Experiments on Larger Sample Sizes
The largest sample we observe in Common Crawl includes 22% of the full data. We here
conduct a series of experiments to evaluate how the quality of topics estimated on sampled data
depends on sample sizes outside our observed range. To this end, we draw 100 random samples


















Figure 4.13: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Mid-sized Sedan subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree
lines. D values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in paren-
theses.
0.6 and 0.8 of the full data. This results in a total of 8,400 samples (14 subforums × 6 sample
sizes × 100 random samples). For each sample, we estimate 10 LDA topics (and again 5 topics on
“suv-small”) and calculate the average Dice value between the sampled and the full data. We then
calculate the average Dice value and 95% interval range for each set of 100 random samples.
The results are shown in Figures 4.22-4.35. We observe that as a general trend, the average
Dice value increases with larger samples. We observe the largest increase when the sample proportion
is increased from 0.01 to 0.1 and from 0.1 to 0.2. The line then flattens out at sample proportions
above 0.2. The largest average similarity measure we observe in our experiments is 0.71. Considering


















Figure 4.14: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Sport subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree lines. D
values in bottom-right are Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test statistics with p-values in parentheses.
Table 4.3: Results from Beta Regression
Coef. (std.dev.)
Document Fraction 1.759∗∗ (0.795)
Document Number (1,000s) 0.111∗ (0.064)























Figure 4.15: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Full-sized Sport subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree



















Figure 4.16: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for New Sport subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree lines.


















Figure 4.17: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Compact SUV subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree



















Figure 4.18: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Mid-sized SUV subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree



















Figure 4.19: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for New Mid-sized SUV subforum. Gray lines are 45-



















Figure 4.20: Topic proportions estimated from Common Crawl (x-axis) compared to topic propor-
tions estimated from the full data (y-axis) for Small-sized SUV subforum. Gray lines are 45-degree

























































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.30: Distribution of the Dice coefficient under random sampling in Full-sized Sport subforum.
The results in Figures 4.22-4.35 provide two important insights for the application of LDA
on sampled data. First, we observe that even for samples that include 80% of the full data, the
average Dice value does not exceed 0.71 (or 0.83 if we take the full range of values within the 95%
interval into account). This indicates that, at least for the data included in our analysis, topics
estimated with LDA are sensitive to the types of documents included in the sample. Second, there
is a diminishing return in topic similarity for increasing sample sizes. In a majority of cases we
observe that topic similarity only increases by a small fraction beyond a 0.2 or 0.4 sample size,
indicating that samples at these sizes may be sufficient for the estimation of LDA topics if collecting









Figure 4.31: Distribution of the Dice coefficient under random sampling in New Sport subforum.
4.3 Insights Into Online Forum User Behavior
In this section, we use our estimated topics from Common Crawl to provide insights into
customer behavior as expressed in online forum discussions. We focus our discussion on four subfo-
rums that we selected because they represent different car classes: “electric”, “sedan-mid”, “sport”,
and “suv-compact”. Table 4.4 shows the top 10 keywords for the two largest topics from each of the
car classes.
We observe that for all four classes, the look of the car is the most dominant topic. While
the color black is mostly mentioned on Sedan-mid, Sport, and SUV-compact classes, the color blue
is mostly mentioned on the Electric class.
The second largest topic in each subforum shows distinctive characteristics across the four
car classes. In the Electric subforum, the topic represents a focus on battery performance-related
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Table 4.4: Top ten keywords from largest and second largest topics from four selected subforums
Electric Sedan-mid
First topic Second topic First topic Second topic
car electric looks car
looks charging car vendor
twitter solar nice iphone
electric battery sedan-mid new
blue level black dealer
look time look phone
concept vehicles wheels usb
interior available great need
first fast front system
tesla use pics problem
Sport SUV-compact
First topic Second topic First topic Second topic
sport sport suv-compact tires
coupe better black suv-compact
sport-new power looks wheels
convertible performance sport winter
nice weight interior snow
love drive color rims
wheels brakes pics suv-mid
black track package need
vendor steering trim price









Figure 4.32: Distribution of the Dice coefficient under random sampling in Compact SUV subforum.
keywords covering facets like charging and battery level. In the Sedan-mid class, the second largest
topic focuses on phone and Iphone associated user experience, suggesting the need for studying
compatibility of phone usage inside the car for improved user experience. In the Sport subforum,
the second largest topic is around handling and control aspects of the driving experience, covering
facets like steering and brakes. Finally, in the SUV-compact subforum, the second largest topic
focuses on driving experiences during the winter season, suggesting that the utility of wheels and
tires should be of concern for the specific car vendor.
From a business perspective, topic models enable analysts to infer themes from documents in
an unsupervised, automated way. By annotating documents with topics, navigation and processing
of the text data is improved. Another important application is the combination of topic models and
supervised classification approaches, e. g., to sort documents into a fixed set of categories (e. g., a









Figure 4.33: Distribution of the Dice coefficient under random sampling in Mid-sized SUV subforum.
well suited as input for classification algorithms.
We first show the top topics and key words of two car classes in the following table, the
sedan-mid class and the electric class.
4.3.1 Common and Unique Topics Across Vehicle Classes
Topics estimated from LDA can be summarized by calculating the total proportion that
each topic is represented in the corpus. Figure 4.36 summarizes these topic mixtures for each vehicle
class as a stacked bar chart. Each cell in the bar chart represents one topic, with the height of the
cell indicating the proportion that a topic is represented in the threads and posts in a segment.
In order to calculate the extent to which a topic is unique to its vehicle class, we calculated
the Dice coefficients for all pairwise comparisons between a topic and all topics outside its own









Figure 4.34: Distribution of the Dice coefficient under random sampling in Small-sized SUV subfo-
rum.
Dice coefficient calculated from these pairwise comparisons. This coefficient is bound between 0 and
1, with larger values (and color approaching red) indicating a larger overlap.
Looking first at the average maximum Dice value for each vehicle class, which is printed on
top of each bar, we find that discussions around electric vehicles are characterized by the most unique
topics (mean = 0.46), followed by convertibles (mean = 0.51), sports cars and SUVs (both with a
mean of 0.53), and finally sedans (mean = 0.6). Our results therefore provide evidence that user
interactions around electric vehicle topics are very different from discussions around other vehicle
types, possibly because the technological differences between electric and gasoline vehicles lead to
different challenges and questions that motivate users to interact in an online forum.
Next, looking at the distribution of maximum Dice values within each vehicle class, we find









Figure 4.35: Distribution of the Dice coefficient under random sampling in New Small-sized SUV
subforum.
unique (i.e., the most common) topics located somewhere in the middle. That is, the largest and
smallest topics (as measured by their proportions) that characterize the discussions in a subforum
tend to be those that are substantively different from topics in other forums.
Finally, Figure 4.36 shows that the two most common topics, with a maximum Dice value of
0.85, can be found among electric vehicles and sedans. However, looking at the corresponding word
lists, we find that this is an artifact of the forums data, with each topic including a large number of
html commands that were not captured in the cleaning process.
4.3.2 Topic Similarity Between Vehicle Classes
In the previous section we have looked at the general uniqueness of topics as determined



























































































































Maximum similarity score (Dice value)
with topics outside own segment 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Figure 4.36: Bar chart with max Dice value
question which vehicle classes are most similar to each other based on their topic similarities.
Figure 4.37 shows the same stacked bar chart as displayed in Figure 4.36, with cell values
indicating the topic with the largest Dice value in its segment, and arrows pointing to the corre-
sponding topic to which a topic has been matched. These matches indicate that forum discussions
around two separate vehicle classes have at least one topic in common. Several important insights
emerge from these comparisons:
• The highest matching topic for convertibles is shared with SUVs. This match is reciprocal
(indicated by the double arrow).



































Figure 4.37: Bar chart with matches across segments
tions.
• The highest matching topics for sports cars have a relatively small value of 0.65, indicating
that discussions around sport cars are fairly unique. Five topics have a Dice value of 0.65,
three that match with sedans, and two matching electric vehicles and SUVs, respectively.
• SUVs have two top-matching topics with a value of 0.8, one that matches (in both directions)
to convertibles, and one matching to sedans.
We did pair-wise comparisons of topics from one segment to topics from all other segments
using the dice score as an indicator. The arrows are showing the most similar pair of topics from
each segment to another. In each segment, there is one or several (if there is a tie) arrows pointing
outwards, indicating the maximum-dice-value topic pairs when using topics in that segment for
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comparison. The start of an arrow shows the topic being compared in that segment, and the end
of an arrow shows the topic being compared to in the other segment. We combined two arrows
pointing to each other (reciprocal topic pairs) to one bi-direction arrow for the ease of drawing the
graph.
From Figure 4.37, we find that the most similar topic pair exists between a topic in the
Electric class and a topic in the Sedan class. The topic modeling results suggest that these two
topics are actually two HTML noise topics. The second most similar topic pair exists between a
topic in the Convertible class and a topic in the SUV class. These two topics has a dice value of 0.8.
By looking at the topic modeling results, the following words are listed in both topics:
[‘great’, ‘love’, ‘look’, ‘would’, ‘color’, ‘car’, ‘looks’, ‘pics’, ‘black’, ‘thanks’, ‘nice’, ‘interior’,
‘white’, ‘really’, ‘wheels’, ‘like’].
This suggests that a common topic about color of wheels and interior are discussed in both
SUV and Convertible cars. And the color of black or white receives the most attentions which are
potentially positive. Besides, SUV also has a high match topic pair with Sedan, which shares the
common words:
[‘great’, ‘good’, ‘love’, ‘look’, ‘would’, ‘color’, ‘car’, ‘one’, ‘black’, ‘looks’, ‘nice’, ‘interior’,
‘wheels’, ‘pics’, ‘really’, ‘like’].
This topic is also about the color of car interior and wheels. If we ignore the HTML noise
topic pair in Sedan, the topic about color of car interior and wheels is actually the most similar
common topic between the three classes of Sedan, Convertible and SUV.
The different words in Sedan topic and Convertible topic are:
[‘blue’, ‘see’, ‘think’, ‘congrats’], which suggests that the blue color is most discussed in
Sedan but not in Convertible.
Based on the common topics and uncommon topics we discovered, there is clearly a color
preference difference between users of Convertible and Sedan. Another interesting finding is that
the Sports car has the most different topics than all other car classes. Although it has 5 equivalent
maximum-dice-value topic pairs connected to other car classes, all of them has a relatively low dice
value of 0.65. Similarly, the Electric car has a maximum matching value of 0.65 if the noise HTML
topic is ignored. This suggests that the Sports car and Electric car classes are more one-of-a-kind
than the other classes. Topics discussed in these classes’ segments are mostly unique and uncommon.
The arrows are connecting the maximum similarity topic pairs across segments. The arrows
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are showing the most similar topic of one segment to the matching topic of the other segment. In
each segment, there is exactly one arrow pointing outwards.
The arrows show the largest topic match (based on the Dice coefficient) from one segment
to another – indicated by an arrow. I’ve only included the top matching topic, and I din’t break
ties because multiple matches are interesting.
There are a couple of important insights in this chart:
• The highest match for convertibles is to SUVs, and this match is reciprocal (indicated by the
double arrow). SUVs additionally have a high match to Sedans.
• The highest match for electric vehicles is to sedans, which is in both directions.
• Sports cars have five topic-matching topics, but with a relatively small Dice coefficient of 0.65.
This means topics around sports cars are fairly unique because there is no high-matching
topic. Three out of these five topics match to Sedans, indicating some overlap between the
two segments.
• Figure 4.36 shows the maximum dice value of each top-20 topics when matched when topics
from other segments. Topics in the middle has higher dice values than topics at the top or
bottom part of each segment. The topics at the bottom and at the top often has less-than-
maximum similarity scores, which means the most popular and least popular topics discussed
in each segment are different from each other. Topics that has the highest matching scores
are usually in the middle of a car class, which means the most common topics normally has
medium popularity across segments.
• Figure 4.36 also reinforces our finding in Figure 4.37 about Sport car and Electric car. On
average, the colors in Sports and Electric cars are lighter than the other classes, suggesting
that they are distinctive among all car classes.
• Topics in the middle match better across segments than topics with either very high or very
low proportions.
• The top matching topics are usually located somewhere in the middle, with the smaller topics
at the top showing the smallest similarity scores.
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• This chart also neatly confirms our finding from the first bar chart that sports cars have the
most unique topics, with the largest similarity scores being 0.65 compared to values in the
0.7-0.85 range for the other car types.
4.4 Results of Automated Query Expansion of Streaming So-
cial Media Data
Metrics. For each query associated with one LDA topic, we use the following metric to
measure the quality of the tweets in the result. Instead of measuring the quality of each individual
tweet as in [64], our indicators evaluate the aggregated tweets in the query result as a whole.
• Tweet Count counts the number of tweets matching the query condition starting from query
time to end of the experiment.
• Hash-tag Count counts the number of hash-tags contained in the tweets matching the query
condition starting from query time to end of experiment. We also use a weighted hash-tag
count as indicator which weighs each hash-tag by their frequency in the corpus and their
relevance to the event of interest.
• Entropy measures the entropy of the tweets matching the query condition starting from query
time to end of experiment. The entropy is a measure of information contained in the query
result and it is based on the frequency of words in the tweet corpus used in the experiment.
• Convex Hull Area measure the coverage area of the convex hull generated by placing all
terms in the query result in the semantic vector space. This area indicates the semantic
divergence and focus of each query and is used to compare the semantic differences between
topics associated with queries.
Tweet Count Metric. We take the first window where our algorithm detects an emergent event
(interval 16) and evaluates the quality of each of the 5 queries created using the aforementioned
metrics (Table 4.5). Figures 4.38-4.42 shows the tweet count metric for the query result associated
with each of the five topics generated using three of our proposed methods. The dotted lines are
the smoothed regression lines that represent the level of emergence and noise for each query. The
two query approaches are represented by blue lines (Query 2) and green lines (Query 3).
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Table 4.5: Query result evaluation using LDA keywords
topic topic0 topic1 topic2 topic3 topic4
tweet count 65841 307133 404814 774451 1383303
hash-tag count 37051 159220 225463 275028 632944
• Variance on emergence and noise level between topics. The first key observations we
have is based on the tweet count metric of Query 3 (using only LDA keywords). Our goal is to
generate queries that can catch the emerging topic but filter out unwanted noises. The shape
of blues dotted lines in Figures 4.38-4.42 show the difference on emergence and noise level of
each topic. For topic 0, 1 and 3, the blue lines show an impulse of high tweet count (≥ 100)
around the interval when the query is triggered (interval 16). Then the tweet count decreases
to 0 gradually at around 500 intervals for these topics. The shape of these curves resembles
an exponential distribution, indicating a high level of emergence. On the contrary, for topics 1
and 4, the blue lines show an low tweet count around the triggering interval (≤ 50). The shape
of the these curves follow a fluctuating and flat pattern that resemble an uniform distribution.
The fluctuating pattern indicates high noise level of these topics. Since our goal is to suppress
the noise in the query and catch the emergent information, we introduced Query 3 where the
LDA words are combined with DEC keyword to form a new query. Figure 4.39 shows that for
topic 1, the query result using approach Query 3 (green line) has much less noise compared to
that of Query 2 (blue line), showing an impulse tweet count only at triggering interval 16. We
further examine the quality of the queries using other metrics like hash-tag count and entropy
later in the section.
Convex Hull Metric. To visualize the differences in semantic information contained in
different query methods, we use convex hull method that outlines the query results as polygons in
the vector space.
Figures 4.43-4.46 show the convex hull coverage results for 3 different query methods. Each
polygon (in yellow) in Figure 4.43-4.45 is a convex hull in the vector space which represents the
semantic coverage of an associated query. Figure 4.45’s query is constructed using 3 LDA keywords.
Since the keywords used to construct the Query of Figure 4.45 contains only LDA keywords, the
words distribution inside the convex hull in Figure 4.45 is dense and concentrated on the right upper
corner. The left bottom part of the convex hull contains less words and represents the noise in a
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Query Tweet Count Over Time Window Topic 0
Figure 4.38: Tweet Count Over Time Window of Query Results with Topic 0
Table 4.6: Nearest Words for Selected Words in GDELT Feature Space
climate malaysia curfew protest riot
change airlines curfews week prison
economic flight demonstrators members activists
countries china gunmen high bodies
department aircraft demonstrations group parliament
global countries ceasefire students carolina
september ukraine bangkok early demonstration
secretary plane crackdown against opposed
human agreement cleared april armed
security international imposed political emergency
issue money checkpoint held matter
query. Figure 4.43’s query is constructed using 1 DEC keyword and 1 LDA keyword; Figure 4.44’s
query is constructed using 1 DEC keyword and 2 LDA keywords. It is observed that both the
coverage shape and words density distribution of Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.44 are similar to each
other, indicating that adding an LDA keyword results in a good sample of the original vector space
of a more noisy query. Figure 4.46 compares the convex hull coverage of the three queries directly
in a shared space. The key observation is that by adding a DEC keyword to LDA keywords and
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Query Tweet Count Over Time Window Topic 1
Figure 4.39: Tweet Count Over Time Window of Query Results with Topic 1
construct a new query (method dec 1 lda1 and method dec 1 lda2) effectively filtered out the noise
located at the bottom left corner of the convex hull of Query lda3. This suggests that our proposed
method effectively captures the key semantic information contained in topic modeling keywords
while being able to filter out the unwanted noise.
GDELT Feature Space. In order to construct a feature space representing a historical
stream that we could introduce novel keywords through, we turned to the Global Database of Events,
Language, and Tone. From this repository of daily news articles, press briefings, and reports, we
scraped 1,000 articles a day for the 2014-2015 year, totaling 3.6 million articles. A Ball Tree-based
Nearest Neighbors algorithm was used to collect nearby words in the feature space. Selected words
and their 10 nearest neighbors are summarized in Table 4.6.
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Query Tweet Count Over Time Window Topic 2
Figure 4.40: Tweet Count Over Time Window of Query Results with Topic 2
Query Tweet Count Over Time Window Topic 3
Figure 4.41: Tweet Count Over Time Window of Query Results with Topic 3
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Query Tweet Count Over Time Window Topic 4
Figure 4.42: Tweet Count Over Time Window of Query Results with Topic 4
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Figure 4.43: Convex Hull Coverage of Query using 1 DEC keyword and 1 LDA keyword
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Figure 4.44: Convex Hull Coverage of Query using 1 DEC keyword and 2 LDA keywords
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Figure 4.45: Convex Hull Coverage of Query using 3 LDA keywords
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In this dissertation, we have developed an end-to-end solution to handle the problems of
data collection, curation, and analysis in streaming data in automotive domain and social media
domain. In this chapter, we provide a summary of our contributions in this dissertation.
5.1 Distributed Data Delivery System Emulations
First, we evaluate a distributed message delivery system for connected vehicle systems in
which multiple CV applications ran simultaneously with data transfers between RSUs and different
transportation centers. For this purpose, all information flows defined for diverse CV applications
in CVRIA were characterized based on time and spatial contexts of data sent from various trans-
portation centers to RSUs and data sent from RSUs to various transportation centers. Our analyses
indicate that the message delivery system reduces message redundancies by identifying unique infor-
mation flows in multiple CV applications. This efficient message delivery system provides a strategy
that enables large-scale ingestion, curation, and transformation of unstructured data (including road-
way traffic-related and roadway non-traffic-related data) into labeled and customized topics, which
can be used by large numbers of subscribers or consumers for various CV applications.
We evaluate the distributed message delivery system by developing a prototype infrastruc-
ture using Kafka, which is an open source message broker platform. We then compare the per-
formance of this system to the minimum latency requirement for CV applications. Experimental
analyses were performed using two distributed computing testbeds, and the latencies and throughput
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of the message delivery system for CV applications were examined.
Different experimental scenarios with different numbers of Kafka brokers and consumers
were executed to evaluate the message delivery systems performance. The evaluation of this dis-
tributed message delivery system shows that the highest total average latency was 7.95 ms, which
was measured as the difference between the time when a message was generated by a RSU to the
time of its reception by a Traffic Management Center. The highest total average latency, out of all
the scenarios considered in our experiments, was found to comply with the recommended USDOT
system requirements for CV pilot deployments. However, this latency includes only the delivery time
of a message and not the processing times, such as the time required for aggregation and complex
data transformation. The results of this study will help ITS professionals to develop a message deliv-
ery system to support CV applications and provide an efficient distributed message delivery system
that provides many benefits over the current paradigm of centralized message delivery systems.
In reporting the latency measurements in the result section for this component, we use
average latency per message. A calculation of a 95% confidence of latencies would be an improvement
for the real-time system. In real-life CV applications, the number of consumers often goes beyond
the maximum number of consumers we test in our experiments. An experiment scenario deployed
in commercial cloud platform which allows a larger number of consumers would be an improvement.
5.2 Topic Modeling on Online Forums
Secondly, in this dissertation, we have investigated the use of an open source web crawl
data repository, the Common Crawl, in LDA topic modeling for online forum data. To evaluate how
representative Common Crawl is as a sample for extracting LDA topics, we collected both the full
data and the Common Crawl sample for 14 subforums from a car user forum. We compared the
LDA topics estimated from Common Crawl samples and on the full data both quantitatively and
qualitatively. In both cases, the topics generated from Common Crawl and those drawn from the
full data are not statistically different from each other. Through our experiments, we demonstrate
that Common Crawl does not perform worse than randomly drawn samples from the full data in
terms of topic similarity. We also demonstrate the usefulness of topic models for drawing business
insights from an online forum through a discussion of the primary and secondary discussion themes
estimated from four representative car classes from the Common Crawl data set.
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Our results provide evidence that data collected from Common Crawl is a good candidate
for LDA topic modeling on online forums. There are several problems associated with collecting data
from online forums directly, including the need to develop a customized web crawler, the possibility
of one’s IP address becoming blacklisted, the size of the data, and the time required to download the
full data. Using Common Crawl as a sample of the full data circumvents many of these problems, and
our results show that topics estimated from Common Crawl are not significantly different from the
full data in terms of topic proportions, and reasonably similar (and not worse) than under random
sampling in terms of word rankings.
Our findings are based on the analysis of 14 subforums that represent different car models
made by a specific vendor, but our research strategy provides a template that can be used in other
domains to evaluate the representativeness of topic models. Future research will need to investigate
the sensitivity of LDA topic modeling results on different online forums and product categories. It
is also an open question whether results from extensions of LDA, such as dynamic topic models [28]
(which account for topic evolution over time) or hierarchical topic models [27] (which allow for topic
hierarchies), would exhibit the same sampling properties. Future work will also explore alternative
methods for evaluating the similarity of two inferred topic models, such as by combining the mixture
and alignment based metrics used here, or examination of document classification.
Moreover, NLP research is increasingly using deep learning systems [66], which are capable
of extracting more semantic features from the data. Recurrent neural networks have been proven
to capture contextual dependencies. For example, word vector models and deep learning is used to
analyze and process textual data. Extensions of our work could investigate if our representativeness
estimation can also be applied to these deep learning models.
The dataset we use in evaluating our data curation component contains only car user forums.
It would be an improvement to extend the datasets being studied to include other forms of active
online forums. The velocity of the streaming data we study in online forum format are much slower
than the Twitter data we use in the third component of the dissertation. It would be an improvement
to add an experiment which performs query expansion techniques on online forum data as well.
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5.3 Business Insights Observed Using Topic Modeing on On-
line Forums
From a business perspective, topic models enable analysts to infer themes from documents in
an unsupervised, automated way. By annotating documents with topics, navigation and processing
of the text data is improved. Another important application is the combination of topic models and
supervised classification approaches, e. g., to sort documents into a fixed set of categories (e. g., a
model or defect category). Topic models provide a condensed document representation that is also
well suited as input for classification algorithms. It would be an improvement if we use the topic
modeling outputs as features for a classification model that classifies a post into a certain type of
user complaint.
5.4 Automated Query Expansion on Streaming Social Media
Data
Finally, our proposed Query Expansion method collects less Tweets than the original static
stream from the raw stream, while maintaining a higher quality overall of messages collected. As for
the expansion of the queries themselves, whoever chooses to implement the system has the ability
to fine-tune their queries to require either more topic words, or more novel vector space words. This
gives the user a unique ability to toggle the information they retrieve to be more sensitive either to
the internal stream, or the external stream.
The intuition of fusing a historical stream’s information with the data of our internal stream
are intuitively compelling. In addition to providing a wide-scale acknowledgment of past and global
events that might not be currently represented in the internal stream, it also allows us to aid against
potential bias from a manual keyword selection approach. The system presented in this paper will
be able to adjust its various tools, from triggering query expansion, to construction of the feature
space, to the method of expanding the queries themselves, to capture a more robust, relevant, and
useful set of data from information streams.
The dataset we use in the third component of this dissertation is 16 days of Twitter data
which contains two emergent events during this time period. It would be an improvement if we
can show the performance of our system on more emerging events in Twitter. Since the Twitter
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data has very high velocity and each Tweet is short in content, we use a small number of topics
for the language modeling of Tweet streams. It would be an improvement to perform our query
expansion method on slower velocity streaming data, e.g., online forum data which contains much




Appendix A List of CV Data Types Collected from VISSIM
Simulation
List of CV Data Types Collected from VISSIM Simulation
Time stamp; date; vehicle ID; vehicle length; vehicle type; vehicle weight; vehicle
name; vehicle power; fuel consumption; speed; average speed; speed difference;
desired speed; theoretical speed; acceleration; safety distance; headway; desired
direction; desired lane; destination lane; lane change; lane number; target lane;
link number; destination link; lateral position relative to middle of the lane;
leading vehicle; preceding vehicle; number of stops; occupancy; world coordi-
nate front x; world coordinate front y; world coordinate front z; world coordi-
nate rear x; world coordinate rear y; world coordinate rear z; route number;
routing sequence; trip chain: activity; trip chain: departure time; trip chain:
destination zone; trip chain: minimum duration; trip chain: parking lot num-
ber; emissions (evaporation) Hydro Carbon (HC); emissions benzene; emissions
CO; emissions CO2; emissions Hydro Carbon (HC); emissions Non-Methane Hy-
drocarbon (NMHC); emissions Non-methane Organic Gas (NMOG); emissions
NOx; emissions particulates; traffic interaction state; total distance traveled;
total time in a network; delay time with respect to optimal drive time; destina-
tion parking lot; following distance; gradient; total number of queue encounters;
queue flag; and queue time.
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